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GRANT M. SCHEINER

texas Defense Lawyers
Are Entitled to Broader
Criminal Discovery
There’s a case name Texas criminal lawyers should memorize because we’ll
probably be citing it for decades: Watkins.
“Your honor, I object. This is a Watkins violation.”
“Objection, your honor. Watkins.”
Watkins involved the admission of 33 of 34 state exhibits during the sentencing
phase of a drug trial. The exhibits were a collection of booking records, pen
packets, and judgments of prior convictions. The state offered them for purposes
of enhancement (making Watkins subject to a 25-year minimum) and proving
extraneous offenses.
Before trial and in accordance with Tex. Code Crim. Pro. Art. 39.14 (a.k.a. the Michael Morton Act), defense attorney
and TCDLA member Michael J. Crawford sent a timely written request to the prosecutor for “any other tangible things not
otherwise privileged that constitute or contain evidence material to any other matter involved in the case.” The prosecutor
provided notice of the State’s intent to introduce evidence of these prior convictions and extraneous offenses at sentencing.
However, the prosecutor did not disclose copies of the exhibits themselves until it was time to introduce them. The defense
attorney objected to the admission of the exhibits, citing Article 39.14.
In Ralph DeWayne Watkins v. The State of Texas, No. PD-1015-18 (Tex. Crim. App. March 3, 2021), the Court of Criminal
Appeals held, in a 7-2 opinion, it was error for the trial court to admit the state’s exhibits.
The gist of the CCA’s 55-page slip opinion is that “material to any matter involved in the action” — a phrase contained
in both the original text and the current version of Article 39.14 — includes the sentencing phase of a trial. “Material” simply
means having “some logical connection to a consequential fact.” Watkins, slip op. at 3. In this case, the exhibits at issue were
material because they had “a logical connection to subsidiary punishment facts.” Id.1
Worth noting (and it should prove instructive to all Texas prosecutors), the state, in this case, provided the defense
with neither copies of the exhibits nor access to them in advance of trial. The prosecutor apparently “did not believe Article
39.14 applied to punishment ...” Watkins, slip op. at 5. In disabusing the prosecutor of his mistaken belief, the CCA left open
the door to full discovery of independent accusations (i.e., subsidiary punishment facts) which form the basis of prior
convictions or alleged extraneous conduct.
Does your client have a prior DWI conviction or arrest the state intends to offer in its case-in-chief or during sentencing?
Don’t just request copies of convictions, judgments, and sentences. Ask for offense reports, DIC forms, videos, chemical
test results (and all of the underlying data) that were evidence in the prior case. Robbery conviction, arrest, or allegation?
Get all the standard evidence, plus that unfairly suggestive photo spread that led to your client’s unjust conviction or arrest.
Underlying evidence in virtually every type of prior conviction, arrest, or alleged extraneous conduct should now be fully
discoverable. A prosecutor who elects not to search for and produce requested material in advance of trial does so at his or
her peril. Keep in mind that even if a prosecutor claims he or she doesn’t plan to use certain evidence at trial, you might.
Criminal defendants now have a recognized “general statutory right to discovery in Texas beyond the guarantees of due
process.” Watkins, slip op. at 52 (emphasis added).
TCDLA member, Jason Edward Niehaus, handled Watkins’s appeal to the CCA. He briefed and successfully argued the
case. TCDLA Amicus Committee member Lane Hagood wrote TCDLA’s amicus brief – specifically mentioned in the CCA’s
opinion -- and participated in oral argument as well. (A slew of other TCDLA members pitched in at the intermediate level.)
Finally, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals Justice David Newell and staff should be congratulated for authoring an extremely
thorough and impeccably reasoned opinion.
The criminal discovery playing field is now a little more level in Texas, and that is something for citizens and practitioners
alike to celebrate. Remember the case name–Watkins!

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

1 The case was reversed and remanded for the Court of Appeals to analyze whether Appellant was harmed by the lack of disclosure. Watkins, slip
op. at 3. However, even if the COA concludes there was harm, Mr. Watkins may not win more than a new sentencing hearing.
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Melissa J. Schank

Red, White, and Blue

"Permanence, perseverance, and persistence despite all obstacles, discouragements,
and impossibilities: It is this that in all things distinguishes the strong soul from the
weak."
—Thomas Carlyle
This month we come to a close celebrating Buck Files’ 250th Federal Corner
article. This is nothing to be taken lightly. It takes a dedicated, meticulous, and
hardworking person to ensure they turn in their edited article each month. The
work Buck has put into each issue since 1986 is unequaled by anyone, anytime in
the Voice.
Buck would review from six to 20 cases each month to find a specific case that
was not only current but also germane, then explain it in words that our readers
could digest. For 35 years, Buck has voluntarily provided diligent federal updates
and shared the information to help trial lawyers.
This is a challenge—and yeoman's work when you think about how many cases
come out each month—finding the perfect one to explain in six or eight pages,
covering relevant facts and providing supporting evidence.
We all know what Buck's bio says. Did you know he was a former U.S. Marine, photographer, vegan, and a big believer in
family comes first? He has been married to wife Robin for more than 50 years and has two children—one a lawyer, another an
accountant—and three grandkids he never stops talking about!
When you talk to anyone who knows Buck, they’ll mention how passionate he is about his family, the law, and his clients,
but also, most notably and significantly, they’ll call him loyal. Buck had been with his law partner, who passed, for more than
40 years. Carrie Hall, his paralegal, has been with him for more than 25 years, as has Tammy. Kimberly has worked for Buck for
24 years and Karen for 22 years.
His stories over the years have not only warmed my heart; they’ve also made me so proud to work for TCDLA. Quite often
I share them with the staff here and even my family. Recently, we lost a great warrior, Scrappy Holmes, someone Buck grew up
with in Kilgore. The relationship they had is like no other, though anyone who can call Buck a friend knows how special he is.
He will go out of his way to help anyone. He is one of the most compassionate and devoted individuals, both to his friends and
clients.
Buck is very modest, as most of our leaders tend to be, but he has been instrumental for the last 15 years in strengthening
the relationship between SBOT and TCDLA. He has offered advice and suggestions for improvement throughout the years to
grow TCDLA as well.
Buck helps behind the scenes and asks for no credit or recognition. He is truly one of our heroes—red, white, and blue. I
will miss our weekly discussions. Keep reading the Voice, and we will still have the Federal Corner with a team of authors. If we
are lucky, we might even get a guest column from Buck in the future. Thank you, Buck, for all you have done, and all I know you
will continue to do for criminal defense lawyers!

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S
PERSPECTIVE
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Sarah Roland

250 Seems like
a Good Number
I am saddened to inform you that after 250 articles (yes, 250!) Buck Files has
decided to put his pen down/close down his computer. As you know, Buck has
been a consistent and prolific author of the Federal Corner column for a long time
– probably for about as long as you can remember, in fact. Those of you who have
had the benefit of reading his articles every month know we have a treasure in
Buck. But, as Buck told me, "250 seems like a good number." No doubt. It’s a record
that will undoubtedly stand for years to come.
As the editor for the past five years, Buck's articles were a dream. They came
in on time, with superb content, and in great shape every month. I couldn’t have
asked for more.
Buck’s Federal Corner column would never tell you about him and his
accomplishments. However, I think it’s important that we all acknowledge the
giant who has been amongst us and indeed led us for all these years.
Buck is a charter member of TCDLA and has consistently and continually strived to uphold the culmination of our
mission statement – “…to promote justice and the common good.” Buck is a Marine. He has been married to his wife, Robyn,
over 50 years. Buck served as president of the State Bar of Texas for 2012-2013. He has been an active leader in both TCDLA
and SBOT for many years. In 1975, he was part of the charter class to be certified as a specialist in criminal law. In 2011, Buck
was inducted into TCDLA’s Hall of Fame. The next year, Buck received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Criminal
Justice Section of the State Bar of Texas. You should all know, if you don’t already, that in addition to all the above-earned
accolades Buck is a genuinely polite and kind person. I will miss him. Buck, we are all thankful for you and your contributions
that have made us all better, and we wish you the very best.
The Federal Corner column is an important part of the Voice, and we will continue to bring it to you without interruption
with rotating columnists.

EDITOR’S
COMMENT
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The Voice’s New Assistant Editor!

The Voice for the Defense is excited to announce San Antonio-based
lawyer Amanda I. Hernandez has joined as an associate editor!
Amanda is an associate at the Flanary Law Firm, PLLC, and has
jury trial experience with misdemeanor, felony, and federal cases.
Amanda currently serves as a board member for the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyer’s Association (TCDLA) and the San Antonio Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association (SACDLA). She is also on the board of
directors for the Texas Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty (TCADP).
Amanda is a zealous advocate and has been recognized by her
peers as SACDLA’s “2019 Young Lawyer of the Year” and as a 2020 Top
Attorney featured in San Antonio Magazine’s November 2020 issue.
She is also a 2017 graduate of the Tim Evans Trial College, an intensive
program run by TCLDA in which new lawyers learn trial strategy from some of the best criminal attorneys in Texas.
Amanda earned her degree in International Business from the University of Texas at San Antonio in 2011 and went on
to attend St. Mary’s University School of Law, graduating in May of 2016. After graduation, Don Flanary started the Flanary
Law Firm, PLLC, and quickly promoted her from being his long-time law clerk to the first associate attorney in his practice,
where she remains today.

SHOUTOUTS

To be featured in our shoutouts, email details to Melissa Schank at mschank@tcdla.com.

Kudos to Jason Cassel, who helped dismiss the murder charge against his client, Deborah Smiley McFadden, for
the death of her then-boyfriend, Edward George, Jr. McFadden was accused of the murder in 2003. On Feb. 17, 2017, she
was found guilty and sentenced to 40 years in prison. Cassel contended that the prosecuting attorney suppressed evidence
that would have been beneficial for McFadden. Congratulations, Jason!
Kudos to Brent Mayr, who is representing a Eddy, Texas, man who is among those indicted for the January 6
storming of the U.S. Capitol. In a February 11 court filing, Mayr argued that his client “is anything but insurrectionary” and
that cell phone footage proves this. It may seem a daunting case to take on, but Brent is handling it with the same ethical
professionalism that he uses when assisting lawyers who call the Ethics Hotline. Best of luck, Brent, and kudos for taking the
case!
Congratulations to Jason Niehaus and TCDLA’s Amicus Curiae Committee for the work and win in Watkins v.
State, PD-1015-18 (Tex. Crim. App. 3/3/21).
Congratulations to Josh Zientek, who handled an appeal before the 9th Court of Appeals and was able to get
stacked sentences removed from his client’s conviction. Excellent work, Josh!
Congratulations to Eric Torberson, who saved a dog from the death penalty. The dog in question was out for a
walk with his owner and was frightened by a jogger coming up behind, and the dog pawed at the jogger but didn’t even
break her skin. Paws in the air for Eric!
Congratulations to Nnamdi Ekeh, whose client was no billed on a aggravated sexual assault charge and whose
charge for felony assault of breathing impediment was dismissed!
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Robert Pelton

April Fools

Assume lawyers are representing a client in an Article 11.07 of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure post-conviction writ. A contract was signed providing for
a fee of $20,000 for a writ investigation plus expenses and an additional $10,000
fee was to be paid for the preparation and filing of a writ. The investigation fee has
been paid including expenses. The fee for preparing and filing of a writ has not
been paid. Client and lawyers cannot agree on the basis for a writ. Lawyers believe
the best issue to proceed on is the failure to call witnesses in the punishment phase
of trial. Client wants to claim actual innocence. Lawyers’ opinion is that there is no
evidentiary basis for the claim of actual innocence.
Question number 1: Are the lawyers obligated to file a writ when they have
not been paid to do so?
Question number 2: Are the lawyers obligated to file a writ claiming actual
innocence if, in their opinion, there is no evidentiary basis for the claim of actual
innocence?
Answer 1 provided by attorney Joe A. Connors, III.:
Q. 1: No. Client is entitled to the fruits of the investigation, which has been paid for, and a formal letter of withdrawal.
Q. 2: No. Client is entitled to a written discussion detailing why the attorneys will not pursue an actual innocence claim.
Ineffective assistance of counsel for the “failure to call witnesses” requires a sworn statement from the witness detailing
what the witness would have said plus compliance with both prongs of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). Of
course, there is a duty to obtain a statement from the trial defense counsel on why they did not call that witness.
Answer 2 provided by attorney Laura Popps:
Although the client has a say in the overall objectives of a case, it is the lawyer who assumes responsibility for the legal
tactics and strategies in reaching those objectives. Moreover, a lawyer is violating the disciplinary rules if he files a frivolous
legal pleading or one with no basis in fact/law. If the client and lawyer cannot agree on this issue, it may be appropriate for the
lawyer to withdraw.
Further, a lawyer has a right to be paid according to his agreement with the client. If the client refuses to abide by that
agreement and pay the lawyer for his services, it may be appropriate to withdraw.
See Texas Disciplinary Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15 (b)(4) & (5), as well as comment 7.
The author would like to send a special thanks to Betty Blackwell, Sharon Bass, Laura Popps, Joe Connors, and Bobby
Mims.

ETHICS &
THE LAW
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Allison Mathis

Become an Outlaw
Dear and Beloved Colleagues,
Last we spoke, we talked about double jeopardy. Today, we move onto
maybe my favorite word in the English language: the Outlaw. Article 1.18 of
this fat, miserable companion of mine specifies, “No citizen shall be outlawed,
nor shall any person be transported out of the State for any offense committed
within the same.”
“Ok, Allison,” you’re saying, “what on earth does that matter?”
And I ask you, in return, does Jesse James matter? Does Wild Bill Hicock
matter? Does absolute freedom from tyranny and injustice matter?
The purpose of outlawry is basically banishment. You, as a person, have been
deemed to illegally exist in our jurisdiction. You have no legal rights anymore.
It’s interesting because, in a former life in a different country, we frequently resolved cases by making the sole condition of
probation that the defendant would “leave the jurisdiction and not return during the pendency of the probated sentence.” It
worked pretty well, and I remember recounting this to a salty old DA in New Mexico once. He laughed.
“You know, when I used to practice in Oklahoma, we would kind of do the same thing,” he said. “I’d tell repeat misdemeanor
defendants to just not show up to court and we’d bench warrant them. Since misdemeanors weren’t extraditable, it basically
meant if they left the county, they’d never have to face charges for it.”
Not in Texas, you wouldn’t, my Salty DA.
Smarter lawyers than I have argued that the outlawry provision effectively prohibits sex offender registration requirements,
which I think is a pretty interesting way of turning things. Unfortunately, the 14th COA slapped that down pretty handily
in Velez v. State, 2002 Tex. App. LEXIS 1153 at 15, basically saying that registrants don’t give up all their legal rights, and
registration is not a punishment, technically, so nyah.
But I just need to tell you, dear friends, that there’s a legal definition of outlawry, which I don’t really care for, and a true
definition of outlawry, which I aspire to.
Please turn, if you are able, to one of my favorite authors of all time, Tom Robbins, who is still alive in LaConner,
Washington, where I once worked and frequented the same coffee shop (the only coffee shop) in the hopes of catching a
glimpse of the Outlaw King himself. My icy, outlaw-wannabe heart skips a beat when I read this passage from “Still Life With
Woodpecker”:
The difference between a criminal and an outlaw is that while criminals frequently are victims, outlaws never are. Indeed,
the first step toward becoming a true outlaw is the refusal to be victimized. All people who live subject to other people’s laws are
victims. People who break laws out of greed, frustration, or vengeance are victims. We outlaws, however, live beyond the law. We
don’t merely live beyond the letter of the law–many businessmen, most politicians, and all cops do that–we live beyond the spirit
of the law. In a sense, then, we live beyond society.
When war turns whole populations into sleepwalkers, outlaws don’t join forces with alarm clocks. Outlaws, like poets,
rearrange the nightmare.
The trite mythos of the outlaw; the self-conscious romanticism of the outlaw; the black wardrobe of the outlaw; the fey smile of
the outlaw; the tequila of the outlaw and the beans of the outlaw; respectable men sneer and say ‘outlaw’; young women palpitate
and say ‘outlaw’. All outlaws are photogenic. ‘When freedom is outlawed, only outlaws will be free.’ Unwilling to wait for mankind
to improve, the outlaw lives as if that day were here. Outlaws are can openers in the supermarket of life.
Dear friends, I so encourage you to find your inner outlaw. The outlaw doesn’t listen to the definitions or branding of the
State. The outlaw creates the world he wants to live in. But still, you know, wash your hands.

CHAPTER & VERSE

Love always,
AJM
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buck files
“THE FEDERAL CORNER”
Six
Days in a Texas Prison Hell
Six Days in a Texas Prison Hell
For nearly a quarter of a century, I have been writing for
Buck Files
The Voice about federal criminal cases. For my 250th – and last –
column,
I found
a federal
rights
facts
that federal
are so
For nearly a quarter of
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I have
beencivil
writing
forcase
Thewith
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th beyond the pale that I wanted to bring them to your attention. On
criminal cases. For my 250 – and last – column, I found a federal civil rights case with facts
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that are so beyond the pale thatNovember
I wanted to
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November
2020,
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Appeals
for
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Fifth
Circuit,
held,
perCircuit,
curiamheld,
and
the Supreme Court, in a case from the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth
without oral
per curiam and without oral argument,
thatargument, that
(1) The Court of Appeals properly ruled that the
THE (1)
FEDERAL
The Court of Appeals properly
ruled ofthat
the conditions
conditions
confinement
allegedofbyconfinement
Mr. Taylor,
CORNER
alleged by Mr. Taylor, whereby
for
six
full
days
he
was
confined
in
whereby for six full days he was confined inaapair
pair of
shockingly unsanitary cells, the first of which was covered nearly floor to
ceiling in “massive amounts” of feces and the second of which was frigidly
cold and equipped with only a clogged floor drain to dispose of bodily wastes,
violated the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual
punishments; but
(2) The prison officials responsible for Mr. Taylor’s confinement had fair
warning that their specific acts were unconstitutional and, thus, the Court of
Appeals erred in granting the official qualified immunity with respect to Mr.
Taylor’s claims.
Taylor v. Riojas1
We are accustomed to the horrible fact situations that we find in some of our criminal
cases. It just goes with the territory. Taylor, though, is concerned with the abuse that an inmate
in a Texas prison suffered at the hands of his prison guards. We should all hope that nothing like
this ever happens to one of our clients.
In their Petition for a Writ of Certiorari, Mr. Taylor’s lawyers included this Statement of
the Case:
At the time of the events giving rise to this suit, Petitioner Trent Taylor was
incarcerated in the John T. Montford Unit of the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice (Montford). Pet. App. 3a. Respondents Robert Riojas, Ricardo Cortez,
Stephen Hunter, Larry Davidson, Shane Swaney, and Joe Martinez were officials
at Montford during that period. Id.
Taylor was transferred to Montford, a psychiatric prison unit, for mental health
treatment following a suicide attempt. Electronic Record on Appeal (R.O.A.) 49
Instead of providing that treatment, Respondents stripped Taylor of his clothing,
including his underwear, and placed him in a cell where almost every surface—
including the floor, ceiling, windows, and walls—was covered in “massive
1

141 S.Ct. 52, 208 L.Ed.2d 164 (2020)
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amounts” of human feces belonging to previous occupants. Pet. App. 7a-8a;
R.O.A. 50. The smell was overpowering and could be discerned from the
hallway. Pet. App. 8a; R.O.A. 50. Taylor was unable to eat because he feared
that any food in the cell would become contaminated. Pet. App. 8a. Feces
“packed inside the water faucet” prevented him from drinking water for days. Id.
Respondents were aware the cell was coated in excrement: One Respondent
asked several others whether Taylor’s cell was the one covered in feces; another
answered, “Yes, he’s going to have a long weekend,” and the officials laughed.
Id.; R.O.A. 50. Taylor asked numerous prison staff members to clean the cell, but
they refused. Pet. App. 8a n.8. When Taylor complained of the conditions,
Respondent Swaney responded, “Dude, this is Montford, there is s*** in all these
cells from years of psych patients,” Pet. App. 8a (brackets omitted).
Four days later, Respondents removed Taylor from the first cell; they then
transferred him, still naked, to a different “seclusion cell.” Pet. App. 8a, 12a.
Montford inmates referred to this cell as “the cold room” because of its frigid
temperature; Swaney told Taylor he hoped Taylor would “f***ing freeze” there.
Pet. App. 8a n.9. This cell had no toilet, water fountain, or furniture. Pet. App.
8a. It contained only a drain on the floor, which was clogged, leaving a standing
pool of raw sewage in the cell. Pet. App. 8a. Because the cell lacked a bunk,
Taylor had to sleep on the floor, naked and soaked in sewage, with only a suicide
blanket for warmth. Pet. App. 8a-9a, 33a.
Taylor spent three days in the seclusion cell, during which Respondents
repeatedly told him that if he needed to urinate, he would not be escorted to the
restroom but should urinate into the backed up drain. Pet. App. 8a. Taylor
refused, not wanting to add to the pool of sewage in which he had to sleep naked.
Pet. App. 8a-9a. Instead, Taylor avoided urinating for 24 hours until he
involuntarily urinated on himself; he attempted to use the clogged drain as
instructed, but Taylor’s urine “mix[ed] with the raw sewage and r[a]n all over
[his] feet.” Pet. Appl. 91, 19a (alterations in original). As a result of holding his
urine in a bacteria-laden environment for an extended period, Taylor developed a
distended bladder required catheterization.2
The Supreme Court’s per curiam opinion reads as follows:
[Background]
Petitioner Trent Taylor is an inmate in the custody of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice. Taylor alleges that, for six full days in September 2013,
correctional officers confined him in a pair of shockingly unsanitary cells. The
first cell was covered, nearly floor to ceiling, in ‘ “massive amounts” of feces’: all
over the floor, the ceiling, the window, the walls, and even ‘ “packed inside the
water faucet.” ’ Taylor v. Stevens, 946 F.3d 211, 218 (CA5 2019). Fearing that
Taylor v. Riojas Docket Number 19-1261. Proceeding and Orders: Petition for a Writ of Certiorari filed April 24,
2020.
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his food and water would be contaminated, Taylor did not eat or drink for nearly
four days. Correctional officers then moved Taylor to a second, frigidly cold cell,
which was equipped with only a clogged drain in the floor to dispose of bodily
wastes. Taylor held his bladder for over 24 hours, but he eventually (and
involuntarily) relieved himself, causing the drain to overflow and raw sewage to
spill across the floor. Because the cell lacked a bunk, and because Taylor was
confined without clothing, he was left to sleep naked in sewage.
[The Eighth Amendment]
The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit properly held that such conditions of
confinement violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual
punishment.
[The Fifth Circuit Concluded That the Prison Officials Did Not Have Fair Warning]
But, based on its assessment that ‘[t]he law wasn’t clearly established’ that
‘prisoners couldn’t be housed in cells teeming with human waste’ ‘for only six
days,’ the court concluded that the prison officials responsible for Taylor’s
confinement did not have ‘ “fair warning” that their specific acts were
unconstitutional.’ 946 F.3d at 222 (quoting Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 741,
122 S.Ct. 2508, 153 L.Ed.2d 666 (2002)).
[The Fifth Circuit Erred in Granting Qualified Immunity]
The Fifth Circuit erred in granting the officers qualified immunity on this basis.
‘Qualified immunity shields an officer from suit when she makes a decision that,
even if constitutionally deficient, reasonably misapprehends the law governing the
circumstances she confronted.’ Brosseau v. Haugen, 543 U.S. 194, 198, 125 S.Ct.
596, 160 L.Ed.2d 583 (2004) (per curiam). But no reasonable correctional officer
could have concluded that, under the extreme circumstances of this case, it was
constitutionally permissible to house Taylor in such deplorably unsanitary
conditions for such an extended period of time. See Hope, 536 U.S. at 741, 122
S.Ct. 2508 (explaining that ‘ “a general constitutional rule already identified in the
decisional law may apply with obvious clarity to the specific conduct in
question”’ (quoting United States v. Lanier, 520 U.S. 259, 271, 117 S.Ct. 1219,
137 L.Ed.2d 432 (1997))); 536 U.S. at 745, 122 S.Ct. 2508 (holding that ‘[t]he
obvious cruelty inherent’ in putting inmates in certain wantonly ‘degrading and
dangerous’ situations provides officers ‘with some notice that their alleged
conduct violate[s]’ the Eighth Amendment). The Fifth Circuit identified no
evidence that the conditions of Taylor’s confinement were compelled by necessity
or exigency. Nor does the summary-judgment record reveal any reason to suspect
that the conditions of Taylor’s confinement could not have been mitigated, either
in degree or duration. And although an officer-by-officer analysis will be
necessary on remand, the record suggests that at least some officers involved in
Taylor’s ordeal were deliberately indifferent to the conditions of his cells. See,
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e.g., 946 F.3d at 218 (one officer, upon placing Taylor in the first feces-covered
cell, remarked to another that Taylor was ‘ “going to have a long weekend” ’);
ibid., and n. 9 (another officer, upon placing Taylor in the second cell, told Taylor
he hoped Taylor would ‘ “f***ing freeze” ’).
[Conclusion]
Confronted with the particularly egregious facts of this case, any reasonable
officer should have realized that Taylor’s conditions of confinement offended the
Constitution. We therefore grant Taylor’s petition for a writ of certiorari, vacate
the judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, and remand the case
for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
[Note: Justice Barrett took no part in the consideration order decision of this case.
Justice Thomas dissented, without written opinion. Justice Alito concurred in the judgment, with
a written opinion.]
[The Prequel to the Supreme Court’s Opinion in Taylor]
In 2014, Trent Taylor, a Texas inmate who was serving a sentence for robbery, began his
journey through the federal courts. He filed, pro se, a civil rights complaint pursuant to 42 USC
§ 1983 in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas. Mr. Taylor named
eleven correctional officers and/or prison officials as defendants.
In his complaint, Mr. Taylor raised – among other issues – a cell conditions issue. All of
the defendants relied on the affirmative defense of qualified immunity and moved for summary
judgment. In the district court’s order are the following two sentences:
The Court finds that although the conditions of Plaintiff’s confinement may have
been quite uncomfortable during the days he was held in the two cells in question,
the conditions did not violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel
and unusual punishment. Accordingly, Plaintiff has failed to rebut Defendants’
assertion of qualified immunity on his conditions-of-confinement claim, and their
Motions for Summary Judgment should be granted.3 (emphasis added)
After the district court granted summary judgment in favor of the defendants, Mr. Taylor
appealed, pro se, to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. On December 20,
2019, a panel of the Circuit held in Taylor v. Stevens, inter alia, that “[1] it had jurisdiction over
appeal;… and, [3] correctional officers were entitled to qualified immunity from conditions-ofconfinement claim; …”
The Court’s opinion reads, in brief part, as follows:
Taylor repeatedly alleged that the defendants knew that his cells were covered in
feces and urine and that he had an overflowing sewage drain in his seclusion cell.
3

CA No. 5:14-CV-149-C (USDC-N.D. Texas 2017)
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‘The risk’ posed by Taylor’s exposure to bodily waste ‘was obvious.’ And the
risk was especially obvious here, as the defendants forced Taylor to sleep naked
on a urine-soaked floor. Taylor also alleged that the defendants failed to remedy
the paltry conditions, so he has shown factual disputes on deliberate indifference.
In sum, Taylor has met his burden at the first QI prong to show that his Eighth
Amendment rights were violated. See Arenas, 922 F.3d at 620.
***
The second prong of QI asks ‘whether the right was clearly established at the time
of the violation.’
***
The ‘salient question,’ therefore, is whether the defendants had ‘fair warning’ that
their specific actions were unconstitutional. Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 741,
122 S.Ct. 2508, 153 L.Ed.2d 666 (2002).
The law wasn’t clearly established. Taylor stayed in his extremely dirty cells for
only six days. Though the law was clear that prisoners couldn’t be housed in cells
teeming with human waste for months on end, see, e.g., McCord, 927 F.2d at 848,
we hadn’t previously held that a time period so short violated the Constitution,
e.g., Davis, 157 F.3d at 1005–06 (finding no violation partly because the
defendant stayed in the cell for only three days). (emphasis added)
***
It was therefore not ‘beyond debate’ that the defendants broke the law. al-Kidd,
563 U.S. at 741, 131 S.Ct. 2074. They weren’t on ‘fair warning’ that their specific
acts were unconstitutional. Hope, 536 U.S. at 741, 122 S.Ct. 2508. 4
Lawyers to the Rescue
After going 0 for 2 as a pro se litigant, Mr. Taylor’s luck changed for the better. Samuel
Weiss, of RIGHTS BEHIND BARS in Washington, D.C., read the Fifth Circuit’s opinion in
Taylor and decided to come to Texas and meet with Mr. Taylor. He did so and offered to
represent him pro bono to seek relief at the Supreme Court. Mr. Taylor was pleased to become
his newest client and accepted Mr. Weiss’ generous offer.
When Mr. Weiss returned to Washington, D.C., he met with his board of directors that
included an associate with the Orrick, Herrington and Sutcliffe firm’s Washington, D.C. office.
Orrick is a global firm with some 1,100 lawyers in the United States and in at least 12 other
countries. At that time, Kelsi Brown Corkran was the head of U.S. Supreme Court practice at
Orrick. After a meeting with Mr. Weiss, the decision was made that Orrick lawyers would join
with Mr. Weiss in the representation of Mr. Taylor. At the Supreme Court, Ms. Corkran was
counsel of record – with three other Orrick lawyers and Mr. Weiss as Mr. Taylor’s appellate
team.

4

946 F.3d 211 (5th Cir. 2019)
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Ms. Corkran is now a Pro Bono Senior Fellow at Georgetown University’s Law Center’s
Institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection. In talking with her about Taylor, she
mentioned that this was the first time in 16 years that the Supreme Court has denied qualified
immunity to a state official in a § 1983 case. For those representing plaintiffs or defendants in §
1983 cases, it is important to know that Taylor is already being cited in the trials of these cases.
My Thoughts
•
•

•
•

•

Congratulations to Mr. Taylor’s appellate team for their successful representation of him.
It is impressive to see this pooling of talent on behalf of an indigent Texas inmate.
Over the years, some of our larger Texas law firms have committed their substantial legal
resources to the representation of indigent inmates. It would be wonderful if more of
these firms would rise to the challenge. Perhaps Taylor will inspire them to do so. If they
do, they should get recognition for their efforts.
Man’s Inhumanity to Man were the first words that came to mind as I was reading
Taylor.
I would have at least these questions:
o How many, if any, prison employees – in whatever capacity – were disciplined
because of the abuse that Mr. Taylor suffered?
o How many other inmates at the Montford Unit endured the same cell conditions
as Mr. Taylor?
o What, if any, remedial action has been taken by prison officials in response to Mr.
Taylor’s original complaints or to the Supreme Court’s opinion?
o What, if anything, has the Texas Department of Criminal Justice done to address
the issues raised by Mr. Taylor?
I am surprised that Taylor has not been picked up by the print media. This is the kind of
case that The Dallas Morning News and the Houston Chronicle would have jumped all
over 25 or 30 years ago. The days of the investigative reporter may be over.

Buck Files is a charter member and former director of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. He is a member of TCDLA’s Hall of Fame and a former President of the State Bar of
Texas.
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TCDLA Thanks You, Buck!

All previous installments in “The Federal Corner” series can be found online by logging into your
TCDLA member account and visiting voiceforthedefenseonline.com.
Don’t despair–”The Federal Corner” will continue in future issues of the Voice. Our editors are
busily compiling a team of authors with federal experience to contribute to this important topic.
If you have federal experience and would like to contribute, please reach out to one of our editors:
Sarah Roland: sarah@sarahroland.com
Clay Steadman: csteadman612@gmail.com
Jeep Darnell: jedarnell@jdarnell.com
Amanda Hernandez: amanda@flanarylawfirm.com
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Dean Watts

Is Opening Up the Courts
Good for the Rural
Practitioner?
After Governer Abbot announced that he was lifting regulations involving
mask-wearing and social distancing, it was not long before the OCA put their
two cents in on the issue. Their recent opinion can be summarized by the
lyrics of that old Momma’s and Poppa’s song. Now courts can go where they
want to go and do what they want to do. The OCA left it up to each county
to be restrictive or not, continue Zoom hearings or not, or go back to 2019
procedurally speaking. The question is, is opening up the court system good
for the rural practitioner? The answer is...it depends!
Positives:
COVID rules put the brakes on jury trials. This can be
good. If you have someone out on bond, time usually works on
the Defendant’s side. The backlog makes more minor state jail
felony cases and third-degrees look even smaller to the judges
and DAs. When there is a huge backlog, do you really want to
go to court on a mandatory probation state jail felony case, or
give them a 12.44 (b) and move it down the road? Opening up
the court system to the good old days may lurch the criminal
justice machine back to the days when these cases were taken
much more seriously.
COVID made courts shift to Zoom hearings. This can be
also good for the criminal practitioner. You can do court hearings and jail visits in your pajamas and slippers. Just wearing
a dress shirt and tie over them, or move the camera, so it only shows your face! This makes these standard time-wasting
activities a snap. This has allowed the rural criminal defense attorney to be much more efficient, sometimes allowing them
to be working on one case while in the Zoom waiting room on another. This is especially so when you practice in numerous
counties. Opening up the court system could make our jobs move from being a quasi stay-cation to having to dress up and go
to court again like the old days.
Negatives:
COVID rules put the brakes on jury trials. This can be very bad. If you have some languishing in jail, the possibility of
a jury trial looks very remote. Your client will probably wait years, if they have not already been, to have their day in court.
The most heartbreaking scenario is a person accused of serious crime, has a high bond that they can’t make, and claim to be
innocent. If the powers that be wont lower the bond, they’re stuck. If they genuinely are innocent, that’s an enormous injustice.
Hopefully, you have gotten a good investigator to get some exculpatory information to grease the wheels of justice somehow.
But if not, this is a horrible nightmare. Opening up the court system could really help these people get their day in court.
COVID has made courts shift to Zoom hearings. This can also be very bad. As we all know, getting into court, meeting the
prosecutor face to face, seeing your client face to face, and having the judge pressure both parties to get things done can help
resolve or get cases dismissed. When dealing with everyone in an impersonal zoom hearing, the immediacy and intimacy of
in-person contact are lost. These intangibles fuel the process. Opening up the court system can make innocent defendants get
off the hook, and guilty ones gain a better result. Opening up the court system, in this case, would be positive.
In conclusion, COVID has been a double-edged sword for the rural practitioner. Guilty folks on bond have enjoyed a
long continuance, perhaps using the time to gain employment, get help for their addictions, and build a resume for a better
resolution down the road. Zoom hearings have allowed the criminal practitioner to be more efficient, and it has made it easier
logistically to practice in other counties. On the flip side, COVID has caused innocent folks may be languishing in jails for
months or years before a trial. The lack of in-person hearings has caused an enormous backlog, which hurts anyone trying to
resolve a case.
Long story short, we will have to roll with whatever happens, just like we did a year ago when the system was upended.

FROM THE
FRONT PORCH

Note: In the March edition, From the Front Porch was actually written by Dean Watts, not Clay Steadman. The appropriate
person has been properly flogged.
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The New Cannabis Fight: What You Need
to Know About Marijuana, THC, and Hemp
By Don Flanary & Amanda I. Hernandez

INTRODUCTION
Whether you agree with smoking marijuana (a.k.a.
weed, bud, grass, dope, herb, reefer, pot, you get the picture)
or not, it is easy to see that marijuana has become almost
totally acceptable in today’s society. Marijuana is used
both medically and recreationally in the United States and
is commonly smoked (in joints or blunts, or out of a pipe
or bong) but it can also be eaten in edibles, brewed in teas,
and more recently, through vaporizers and vape pens. As a
defense lawyer, we need to be aware of the different forms
marijuana can come in, what it means for our clients, and
how we can best defend them.

WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?

Marijuana is derived from the cannabis plant, which
is one of mankind’s earliest crops, and has been around for
thousands of years. In fact, dating back at least 5,000 years,
marijuana has had medicinal, spiritual, and recreational
uses. Still, its legality has been a topic of controversy in
America, and even the world, for longer than most of us
have been alive.

THE MANY FORMS OF
MARIJUANA

Marijuana today comes in a variety of different forms
and can now be consumed in various ways. We all know
that the most common way of consuming marijuana flower
is to simply smoke it, however, THC can be ingested in
many forms. The most common way you will likely see THC
consumed these days, however, is in a "vape" pen containing
a cartridge of oil with some concentration of THC. Below are

some of the many examples of substances containing THC,
the main psychoactive compound in cannabis that produces
the high sensation.
Cannabis Concentrates may include products such as
Kief or sift, Hash, Rosin, Live Resin, Shatter Wax, Crumble
Wax, Honeycomb Wax, Budder or Badder, Pull and Snap,
Tinctures, THC Oil, BHOI & CO2 Extract Oil, Rick Simpson
Oil, Distillates, Isolates and Crystalline.
Solvent Concentrates include products and variants
such as Shatter, Crumble and Honeycomb, Budder and
Badder, Wax Products, Live Resin, CO2 Oil, THC Oil,
Butane-Honey Oil, and Rick Simpson Oil.
Dabs may include products such as Shatter, Wax, Resin,
and various types of Hash Oil.
Old Definition of Marihuana (Flour), pursuant to
HSC 481.002, “Marihuana” means the plant Cannabis sativa
L., whether growing or not, the seeds of that plant, and
every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture,
or preparation of that plant or its seeds. The term does not
include: (A) the resin extracted from a part of the plant
or a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of the resin; (B) the mature stalks of the plant
or fiber produced from the stalks; (C) oil or cake made from
the seeds of the plant; (D) a compound, manufacture, salt,
derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks,
fiber, oil, or cake; or (E) the sterilized seeds of the plant that
are incapable of beginning germination.
Now the New Definition of Marijuana (Flour) adds to
the list of not included: (F) “hemp”, as that term is defined by
Section 121.001, Agricultural Code.
Old definition of “THC”, pursuant to HSC 481.002,
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was defined as follows: “Controlled substance” means a
substance, including a drug, an adulterant, and a dilutant,
listed in Schedules I through V or Penalty Group 1, 1-A,
2, 2-A, 3, or 4. HSC 481.103, Penalty Group 2, includes
THC: Tetrahydrocannabinols, other than marihuana, and
synthetic equivalents of the substances contained in the
plant, or in the resinous extractives of Cannabis, or synthetic
substances, derivatives, and their isomers with similar
chemical structure and pharmacological activity.
Now in the New Definition of “THC,” HSC 481.002
does not include “hemp,” as defined by Section 121.001 of
the Texas Agricultural code or the tetrahydrocannabinols in
hemp. Note that the definition of “THC” leads to a rational
conclusion that there is ALWAYS some THC found in Hemp.
So, what is Hemp? According to Tx. Agriculture Code
Sec. 121.001, “Hemp” means the plant Cannabis sativa L.
and any part of that plant, including the seeds of the plant
and all derivatives, extracts, cannabinoids, isomers, acids,
salts, and salts of isomers, whether growing or not, with a
delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more
than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis.
And Cannabidiol (“CBD”), according to HSC 443.201,
is defined as a “Consumable hemp product” meaning food,
a drug, a device, or a cosmetic, as those terms are defined by
Section 431.002, that contains hemp or one or more hempderived cannabinoids, including cannabidiol.
What does all this mean? It means that the green leafy
substance and any odors that an officer or a K-9 smells
may be an illegal substance, or it may not. Now, marijuana
is Cannabis sativa L. with a concentration of THC over
0.3 percent THC and hemp is Cannabis sativa L. with a
concentration of THC under 0.3 percent THC. These are not
scientific definitions. They are legislative ones.

A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE –
GUESS WEED ISN’T THAT BAD
AFTER ALL

In the past decade or so, there has been a dramatic shift
in the attitude toward marijuana consumption, and that shift
is starting to be shown in our legal system today. A study by
the PEW Research Center in 2019 concluded that two-thirds
(roughly 67%) of Americans say the use of marijuana should
be legal, reflecting a steady increase over the past decade.
The survey revealed that the share of U.S. adults who oppose
legalization has fallen from 52% in 2010 to 32% in 2019.
While marijuana remains federally illegal (but the
definition also now excludes hemp), marijuana laws are
changing at a rapid pace across all 50 states. On November 6,
2012, Colorado and Washington became the first two states
(and the first two places in the world) to legalize marijuana
for adult use. Alaska, Oregon, and Washington, D.C. followed
suit two years later in 2014. In 2016, voters in four additional
states (California, Massachusetts, Maine, and Nevada) also
approved ballot measures legalizing marijuana. In January
2018, Vermont became the first state to legalize marijuana
through a state legislature. Also, in 2018, Michigan became
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the 10th state to legalize recreational marijuana, and
Utah, Oklahoma, and Missouri voted to legalize medical
marijuana, joining numerous other states that already had
such laws on the books. More states are expected to legalize
in the near future. As of the date of this publication, 40 states
have some sort of legalization of Marijuana in place.
Some states are even doing more than just legalizing
marijuana. Last June in Illinois, Governor JB Pritzker signed
a legal marijuana bill into law that legalized recreational
marijuana use but also contains a sweeping criminal justice
component, namely, expunging the records of potentially
hundreds of thousands of Illinois residents who have
previously been convicted for possessing marijuana under
previous laws.
Marijuana is now legal in 11 states for adults over the
age of 21, and legal for medical use in 33 states, despite
the continuing Schedule I status of marijuana under the
Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”). Currently, only 11 states
remain with a “fully illegal” approach to Marijuana.

WHAT RECENTLY CHANGED IN
THE LAW

Federal Law. Marijuana is federally illegal under the
Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”), which was enacted
in part to implement the United States’ obligations under
the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, and other
international conventions designed to establish effective
control over international and domestic traffic in controlled
substances. See 21 U.S.C. § 801.
Under the CSA, substances are categorized into five
schedules, depending on their therapeutic benefit and
their potential to result in abuse, diversion, dependency,
and addiction. Schedule I is the most restrictive and the
substances listed as same are said to have no currently
accepted medical use in the United States and a high
potential for abuse. Schedule II substances similarly have
a high potential for abuse, but they do have a currently
accepted medical use. Schedules III–V substances have an
accepted medical use and less (relative to each preceding
schedule) abuse potential. See 21 U.S.C. 812(b). Marijuana
is listed as a Schedule I substance.
In December of 2018, however, the federal landscape
for marijuana changed with the passing of House Bill 1325,
known commonly as the “Farm Bill.” The Farm Bill was
designed to create a legal hemp market and defined “hemp”
as the cannabis plant, or any part thereof, including its
extracts and cannabinoids, having a THC concentration of
not more than 0.3% on a dry weight basis. See 7 U.S.C. §
1639o (emphasis added). Because of this definition, "hemp"
is removed from the legal definition of marijuana and it can
no longer be considered a controlled substance under the
CSA. While not explicitly authorizing interstate commerce
of hemp, the Farm Bill likewise does not authorize the
interference with the same.
The 2018 Farm Bill requires hemp cultivation to be
licensed and regulated pursuant to "state plans" promulgated

by a state, which must contain, among other things,
provisions for THC testing. It further directed the United
States Department of Agriculture ("USDA") to establish a
national regulatory framework for hemp production in the
United States. In response, the USDA established the U.S.
Domestic Hemp Production Program through an interim
final rule. This rule outlines provisions for the USDA to
approve plans submitted by States and Indian Tribes for the
domestic production of hemp. It also establishes a Federal
plan for producers in States or territories of Indian tribes
that do not have their own USDA-approved plan. The USDA
has the authority to issue regulations and guidance, but the
law explicitly preserves the existing jurisdiction of the FDA.
Cannabidiol (“CBD”) is a non-psychoactive compound
of cannabis. CBD was classified in Schedule I of the CSA
because it is considered a compound or derivative of cannabis/
marijuana. See 21 U.S.C. § 802. However, as indicated above,
the 2018 Farm Bill has de-scheduled hemp as it is defined
under that law. Therefore, commercial activity with hemp
(including its extracts and cannabinoids) is now lawful. A
DEA registration is no longer required to cultivate hemp or
to conduct research with hemp. However, if clinical research,
i.e., involving human subjects, is involved, an investigational
new drug exemption (IND) must still be opened with FDA,
and the investigational product must be manufactured in
a facility that complies with good manufacturing practice
requirements. Currently, CBD is approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) as a prescription drug. Per
federal law, prescription drugs cannot be added to foods,
cosmetics, or dietary supplements.
Texas Law. It is still illegal to use or possess marijuana
under Texas law and has been since 1931. What changed last
year, however, is how the code defines what marijuana is.
The Texas Health and Safety Code now defines “marihuana”
as follows:
“Marihuana” means the plant Cannabis sativa L., whether
growing or not, the seeds of that plant, and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of that
plant or its seeds. The term does not include:
(A) the resin extracted from a part of the plant or
a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of the resin;
(B) the mature stalks of the plant or fiber produced from
the stalks;
(C) oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant;
(D) a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture,
or preparation of the mature stalks, fiber, oil, or cake;
(E) the sterilized seeds of the plant that are incapable of
beginning germination; or
(F) hemp, as that term is defined by Section 121.001,
Agriculture Code.
Tex. Health & Safety Code Ann. § 481.002.
As you can see, the 2019 definition of marijuana changed
to explicitly remove “hemp”. Like the federal definition, the
Texas Agriculture Code defines hemp as the plant Cannabis
sativa L. and any part of that plant, including the seeds of the

plant and all derivatives, with a THC concentration of not
more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis. See Tex. Agric.
Code Ann. § 121.001.
This definition was changed when, in an attempt to
bring the state in line with the 2018 Farm Bill, on June 10,
2019, House Bill 1325 was signed into law by Governor Greg
Abbott. HB 1325 legalized the production, manufacture, retail
sale, and inspection of industrial hemp crops and products
in Texas. This also includes products for consumable hemp
products that contain CBD as well as other edible parts of
the hemp plant.
The Texas Department of Agriculture (“TDA”)
submitted the state hemp plan to USDA on December
2, 2019, and it was approved by the USDA on January 27,
2020. Administrative rules were published in January 2020
and became effective March 11, 2020. Now that the TDA
plan is approved by USDA and the administrative rules
are adopted, industrial hemp can be grown and cultivated
legally in the State of Texas. Furthermore, per this plan, the
regulation of CBD consumables, including CBD oil, will be
handled in accordance with Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) guidelines. The state agency with oversight of CBD
consumables is the Texas Department of State Health
Services (DSHS) and not the TDA.
At its heart, this new law means Texans should no longer
face criminal penalties for hemp or any of its derivatives,
including CBD.
It is also important to note that medical cannabis is said
to be legal in Texas in very limited circumstances. Governor
Abbott signed the Texas Compassionate Use Act into law in
2015, allowing people with epilepsy to access cannabis oil
with less than 0.5% THC. Last year, he also signed House
Bill 3703, which expanded the list of qualifying conditions
to include diseases such as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's
disease, and Lou Gehrig's disease, or ALS.

PROSECUTIONS IN TEXAS
HAVE DECLINED
So, what did the new hemp laws do to marijuana cases?
While counties in Texas all treat low-level marijuana cases
differently, one thing has become clear across the board:
prosecutions in the State have drastically plummeted since
Texas legalized hemp. In January of 2020, the Texas Tribune
noted that district and county prosecutors across the state
began dropping hundreds of lower-level marijuana cases
since the legalization of hemp, which resulted in marijuana
prosecutions dropping by more than half. The article also
noted that some district attorneys began requiring agencies
to submit lab results proving the suspected drugs had more
than .3% THC before the case was accepted for prosecution.
In fact, even the good folks at the Texas District and County
Attorneys Association issued a press release suggesting to its
members that such testing is likely needed to prove in court
that the seized marijuana substance is illegal.
In 2019, before the passage of the hemp law, there were
about 5,600 misdemeanor marijuana possession cases a
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month. After the law’s passage, that number got slashed in
half, with only around 2,000 cases filed in November.
Since the passing of the hemp law, more and more
policies across the state started popping up in favor of
marijuana legalization, or at least de-criminalization for
minor amounts of marijuana possession. In July of 2019,
Bexar County District Attorney Joe Gonzales joined three
other Texas District Attorneys (Fort Bend County, Harris
County, and Nueces County) in adopting a policy of not
accepting criminal charges for misdemeanor possession
of marijuana for amounts of four ounces or less. Later that
month, even Texas DPS issued a memo instructing its officers
to cite and release suspects in misdemeanor marijuana cases
(less than 4 ounces in possession cases) “as appropriate.”
In January of 2020, Austin’s City Council voted
unanimously to end most arrests and fines, as well as ban
spending city funds on testing, for small-amount marijuana
possession cases. The police chief was obviously not on board
with this decision, however, as evidenced by his response
a day later that he would still instruct his officers to issue
tickets or arrest people for these offenses.

THE TESTING

It seems clear that part of the reason marijuana
prosecutions are declining is because labs are struggling to
keep up with the THC testing. In February of 2020, Texas
DPS announced that “the new THC testing methodology
for plant material is expected to be finalized by Sam
Houston State University (SHSU) near the end of March.”
DPS clarified, however, that they will not be accepting
misdemeanor cases, likely due to the high volume of arrests.
Likewise, the letter clarified that they will not be testing
felony concentrate materials at this time. A downside to
DPS not testing, though, is that it leaves agencies in many
areas to use costly private labs if they are not inclined to
forego pursuing marijuana cases. With new kinds of testing,
however, it’s also important for us to remember problems
that could also arise with its validity, including the ability of
the sponsoring expert to meet Daubert factors in trials.

WHAT THE NEW LAWS MEAN
FOR DEFENDING YOUR
MARIJUANA CASES

The passage of the 2018 Farm Bill and Texas’s HB 1325
give defense attorneys new ways to challenge Marijuana
cases and develop issues that have not yet been decided by
the courts. A few tools to use in defending marijuana cases
today are outlined below.
Challenging PC. The new laws surrounding hemp have
a drastic effect on law enforcement’s ability to assert probable
cause to search or continuing detaining a suspect. Since the
passage of HB 1325, whether something is legal cannabis
(hemp) or illegal cannabis (marijuana) is a legal conclusion.
The only way to distinguish between legal or illegal
cannabis is to have a lab test done to determine the THC
concentration. The two are indistinguishable to the nose.
One cannot distinguish between legal or illegal cannabis by
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the look or smell. Nor is the odor of burnt marijuana or bunt
hemp distinguishable. The two are the same plant. The level
of THC does not make the plant appear different. The THC
level also does not make the plant smell different. The smell
of cannabis is based on the terpenes, not the THC level.
The human nose is not smelling marijuana, it is smelling
the terpenes of the cannabis plant. This means that all an
officer can detect, is the odor of Cannabis sativa L., which
is legal unless the THC concentration is over 0.3 percent,
but the officer cannot detect the level of THC concentration.
Therefore, while the odor of marijuana or burnt marijuana
previously could establish probable cause to search in Texas,
a detention or search based solely on the smell of cannabis or
burning cannabis alone is arguably illegal. For these reasons,
detentions based upon smell alone lack reasonable suspicion,
and searches based on the smell alone lack probable cause.
It should now be argued that no probable cause exists if law
enforcement has no reason to believe that the odor they
claim they smell is not, in fact, hemp.
Given the similarities of marijuana and hemp, not only
does law enforcement lose its ability to form probable cause
to search vehicles incident to the vehicle exception or use
odor as the basis for probable cause in a search warrant, but
arrests of persons and seizures of green leafy substances are
also devoid of probable cause absent other articulable facts
indicating that the substance is, in fact, illegal marijuana.
It should be noted that smokable hemp containing
CBD is widely used as a method of ingesting CBD for its
medicinal effects. Many people prefer smoking hemp rather
than using a “vape” cartridge given the unknown and often
negative effects of “vaping” oils.
It goes without saying that "vape" cartridges containing
CBD are indistinguishable from "vape" cartridges containing
THC. It is impossible to deduce the concentration levels of
either CBD or THC within a cartridge just by looking at them.
For this reason, as with the indistinguishability problems of
marijuana and hemp, so too are substances containing CBD
and THC likewise indistinguishable. For these reasons, the
same arguments apply concerning the probable cause to
search, arrest, and seize.
Officers aren’t alone in their inability to distinguish
illegal marijuana from legal hemp or illegal THC from legal
CBD. Narcotics detection dogs are likewise unable to make
any meaningful distinctions. Cases involving indications
that a "K-9 alerted to the presence of narcotics" which
form the basis of probable cause to search are also ripe for
suppression. No K-9s have ever be trained to distinguish
between Hemp and Marijuana, assuming that there is any
scientific basis to even do so. And these issues can create
even worse problems for cases relying on K-9 sniffs. Because
of this, an “alert” from a K-9 can now be a false positive. The
sniff is therefore no longer reliable probable cause. See People
v. McKnight, 2019 CO 36, 446 P.3d 397, reh’g denied (July 1,
2019).
In Colorado, where small amounts of marijuana were
legalized in 2012, drug dog searches became problematic

because the animals would alert officers to a legal amount
of marijuana. The Colorado Supreme Court ultimately held
that that police had to establish probable cause before using
a drug-sniffing dog, a move that led authorities to roll back
the role of dogs in drug cases. See id. As well, there can
be no more probable cause for “vape pens” and/or “THC
Cartridges” because there is no way to differentiate and spot
the difference between a THC-Pen and a CBD-Pen.
If there is no probable cause, the arrest should be
suppressed. Don’t forget, however, the seizure should be
suppressed, too. Without the requisite probable cause,
likely, any incriminating post-arrest statements should also
suppressed, as well as any testing to confirm the substance
is THC. If argued correctly, this can be a huge tool to use to
get your case dismissed. For example, in a possession case
involving alleged THC oil, if there is no pre-arrest admission
that the substance in question is THC oil, and not CBD oil, it
is virtually impossible for the officer to distinguish between
the two. It is also very important to note that field tests
cannot give probable cause to arrest in this situation because
a substance containing less than 0.3 percent of THC can
produce a positive result while remaining a legal substance.
What the state has to prove. As noted by DA Joe
Gonzales, “[t]he immediate effect of the hemp law is that it
requires the state to prove a THC concentration on marijuana
cases that cannot be accomplished without lab testing.”
It can now be argued in marijuana cases that the State
has to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the substance in
question is not legal hemp, but rather a substance containing
more than .3% THC. This has proven to be a difficult task
for prosecutors, as THC-level testing is still developing and
uncommon. The lack of testing resources to distinguish
between Marijuana and Hemp casts too much reasonable
doubt over criminal proceedings, which is why, as mentioned
above, many counties are either tossing low-level marijuana
cases or holding off on pursuing criminal charges in larger
cases. If you have a case where a private lab has determined
the level of THC-concentration in a material, remember to
challenge its validity, and remember the Daubert Factors
required for expert testimony. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
There currently exist no peer-reviewed scientific
procedures to test THC concentration levels in Cannabis
sativa L. While arguably, High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) could produce concentration
levels, no studies have been produced or peer-reviewed.
Even with the limited use of HPLC to obtain concentration
levels for commercial marketing reasons in recreational
jurisdictions, the experimental nature of those procedures
does not meet the necessary Daubert standards and have
technical problems of their own.
How we instruct the jury. Because of the new hemp
laws, changes are required in how juries are instructed when
it comes to alleged marijuana cases. Because the definition of
marijuana has changed to exclude material with 0.3 percent
THC concentration or less, juries should be instructed

accordingly. Juries should also be instructed that it is the
government’s burden to prove beyond a reasonable doubt
that the alleged marijuana does in fact have a concentration
above 0.3 percent THC. Obviously, since no expert can
testify to this fact, your chances of winning greatly improve.
Hemp is just back door jury nullification. We already
know that the public’s appetite for prosecuting marijuana
is virtually gone. Assuming the state could even empanel
a jury that could convict or punish someone charged with
possession of cannabis in 2020, why would they ever want
to. Obviously, in most possession cases of any type of
contraband, the only way to win is through suppression.
If they caught you red-handed, what’s your defense? You
can’t just argue to the jury, “C’mon, it’s just weed” can’t you?
Maybe now you can?
If you lose that suppression issue, remember you
can always put it to a jury with a 38.23 instruction. But
more importantly, think about this argument. If you have
sufficiently Voir Dired on how many states and how many
millions of Americans are making billions of dollars in legal
cannabis markets, and how important it is to hold the state
accountable to the proper standards of testing and reasonable
doubt they should be ready for virtual cannabis nullification.
“Sure, we know that it’s weed” but the state never proved
beyond a reasonable doubt that the weed had more than 0.3
THC in it. They set the bar at 0.3 percent, they should have
to reach that bar, that’s what the legislature wanted. Malum
prohibitum laws are technical ones, to begin with. There is
nothing inherently evil with that green leafy substance. It's
technically illegal, not actually evil. So, it stands to reason,
they must technically prove it’s got more than .03 percent
THC.
The same is true in federal court. Obviously, the issues
are a lot heavier to contend with when we are in federal
court, but these same concepts hold true. Because these
concentration distinctions come directly from the federal
“Farm Bill,” all the arguments apply equally. In reality, a
marijuana case in federal court obviously will have more
serious consequences than in state court, so all the more
reason to fight.
How we negotiate with Prosecutors. The new hemp laws
give us more leverage when negotiating plea agreements with
the government. Remember all the arguments discussed in
this article and highlight some of them when discussing your
marijuana case with prosecuting attorneys. Convince them
that if pushed to trial, you will hold them to their burden and
will make them prove every element of their case, which may
prove difficult concerning the current inability to test THC
levels. If you have a good suppression issue, use that to your
advantage to try and secure a dismissal.

CONCLUSION
The attitudes surrounding marijuana have drastically
changed both in the United States and in Texas and show
strong support in favor of legalization. Nationwide and
statewide polls reveal a strong pattern in favor of marijuana
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legalization, evidenced by the fact that 40 states in America
have some form of legalization and that it’s fully legal for
adults 21 years of age or older in 11 of those states. In Texas,
numerous counties are no longer prosecuting small-amount
marijuana possession cases, including Bexar, Harris, and
Dallas County. The 2018 Farm Bill and Texas’ House Bill
1325 have changed the landscape of criminal defense for
marijuana cases indefinitely and gave criminal defense
lawyers new and effective tools to use to beat marijuana
cases. So, fight every fight, NEVER plea a misdemeanor
marijuana case, and NEVER let anyone become a felon for
marijuana. And to quote my homie Dr. Dre, “Smoke [hemp]
everyday”
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Surviving the Practice of Law
By Rick Wardroup

Stress and Resiliency
The adversarial system places litigators in conflict
with another lawyer, a judge, and often, a client and his
family. This basic nature of law practice is one of the things
that makes our profession so different and so much more
stressful than other challenging professions. Doubtless, the
challenge of “representing” another person and effecting
the consequences of the decisions made by a court with
our work are as stress-inducing as any other profession.
Doctors certainly have significant stress in administering
to the medical needs of their patients, but they don’t face
another doctor challenging every decision made in the
treatment. Statistics show that lawyers abuse alcohol and
other substances more than other professions, suffer from
anxiety and depression more often than other professions,
and die by suicide more often than other professions.
In order to survive the practice of law, we must realize
what stress is, what it does for and to us, how to safely
respond to it, and how to respond if we don’t do well
when we first face it. Not all stress is bad. Both physical
and mental stress can improve our performance so long
as the stress is of an appropriate duration and intensity.
An appropriate stress response comprises introduction of
a stressor, resistance (including mobilizing to withstand
the stress), exhaustion (depletion of body’s resources),
recovery (return to homeostasis). In their appropriate form
the resistance and exhaustion develop strength. When this
isn’t the pattern and the stressor continues such that there is
stress beyond exhaustion, chronic stress is the result.
Even under chronic physical stress conditions there
comes a time that our bodies quit responding and struggling
against the resistance. We may develop a cramp in a muscle
or run into some other wall that stops the physical activity.
This isn’t the case with mental and emotional stress. There is
no protective response that stops our attempts to respond to
the incoming stress. Human beings are, therefore, capable

of “stressing” beyond the breaking point. Chronic stress, not
handled appropriately, can result in burnout. The choices,
therefore are avoiding stress where we can, limiting stress
when we can, taking time to engage in activities that help
us recover from stress when it can’t be helped, and avoiding
excessive use of substances or processes which might
become addictive.
Though there is no universal “right way” to accomplish
the results listed above, there are processes which can
mitigate stress and accelerate recovery. The first step toward
surviving the stress of law practice is recognizing what stress
is and being aware when it overtakes us. In order to identify
the stress, we become aware of what is likely to cause stress
in our life and practice. Thereafter, we learn skills to manage
the stress to the degree possible, learn and use skills to
recover from stress and learn and practice skills to avoid or
recover from burnout.

First Things First
If there are two words that we would choose to live by,
we could be far less stressed than we commonly are. SLOW
DOWN! That’s all, move slower, and think more. To borrow
lyrics from the Hamilton Broadway show, “talk less, smile
more. . .” or, for the more mature lawyers, from Simon and
Garfunkel, “Slow down, you move too fast . . . .” When we
research wellness we regularly read about mindfulness. One
can’t be mindful while moving at warp speed like we often
do.

Causes of Stress in Lawyers

The sources of stress for lawyers are legion. In addition
to the stresses listed above, we have the human challenges
common to marital relationships, familial relationships,
financial challenges, and health issues. We are confronted
by secondary trauma from dealing with anger, frustration,
and the emotions of our clients; we usually have a sense of
perfectionism, we act as if everything has to be done exactly
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right or we risk absolute failure; we never feel that our
clients are truly pleased with our work; we sometimes act
in a way that isn’t aligned with our core values; and, we are
often working long hours which aren’t physically, mentally
or emotionally sustainable.

Avoidance of Stressors

There are stresses that we have the capacity to avoid
or to limit. The most prevalent stressor that we have the
opportunity to avoid is anger. Our work often leads to
heated discussions about the facts we are dealing with, the
law applicable to them or the appropriate disposition of
a case. We are likely to feel our blood pressure rise and a
throbbing in our temples.
Other changes, which we often don’t notice, include our
vision becoming more constricted and our decision-making
becoming “split-second.” These are the common symptoms
of the “fight or flight” response. One of the things these
changes signal is that our brain is changing the decisionmaking locus from the pre-frontal cortex to the amygdala from the large, advanced, human brain to the reptile brain.
This part of the brain is extremely fast and quite narrow in
its capability. When it is engaged, it always acts as if we are
being threatened with serious injury or death. The reptile
brain made us able to evolve from reptiles to the higher
species, but it is a dangerous place to be making decisions
that will have long-term consequences.
Hurriedness is another stressor that we have power
over. Over the years, thousands of “time saving” applications
and devices have been marketed. There is no way to save or
create more time; there are only so many hours in a day and
only so much can be done in any given hour. Far from giving
us more time for ourselves, reliance on the new technology
complicates “down time” by providing entertainment or
accessibility 24 hours a day. We seldom schedule time to
think or to meditate. Since this is a self-imposed stressor,
we can integrate it to the degree and with the effectiveness
we commit to. Most of us have considered meditation and
the majority of those that have, have quit after a short time
because their mind wouldn’t slow down and let them be. It
is difficult! The good news is that one needn’t be a “perfect”
meditator to benefit from the effort. Research has shown
that only minutes a day yield significant benefits. Experience
also shows that staying with small successes builds to large
successes.

Realize Limitations

Know yourself and listen to your body. J.K. Rowling, of
Harry Potter fame, has said, “It is impossible to live without
failing at something, unless you live so cautiously that you
might as well not have lived at all.” One of my favorite
Alcoholics Anonymous speakers pointed out in a recorded
talk that “the only thing a perfectionist is ever going to be
is a failure.” Research has shown that it is possible to grow
from failure. When we reach our limit, we need to learn to
stop and either choose a different route or come back when
we are in better shape. We can improve our “conditioning”
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by a course of study in a fashion similar to the way we
improve our physical condition by exercise. If the end we
reach is a real end, though, we need to recognize it and
stop the battle. Chronic stress brings burnout and all the
potential bad consequences.

Optimism is the Key
“Deadlines and commitments, what to leave in and
what to leave out, against the wind . . .” Bob Seger and the
Silver Bullet Band described the plight of the lawyer well
in their 1980 hit. For most of us, a positive attitude doesn’t
come easily. Part of that is likely because we have to analyze
every fact and its probable effect in every case. We end up
doing comparisons of everything in our life. We sometimes
find ourselves “comparing our insides to someone else’s
outsides” in AA parlance. There are times when every other
lawyer at the courthouse looks more content, competent,
and successful than we feel. We can develop doubts of our
skills and our value. Our work is being judged, sometimes
fairly and sometimes unfairly by judges, other lawyers,
clients, clients’ families, and the reading public if you or your
case end up in the news. Our responses, especially when we
aren’t successful in our undertaking, make the difference
between what one writer calls learned helplessness and
resilience. Research has shown that one way we can improve
our optimism is to be grateful. Making a gratitude list daily
and really digging down to the emotion while we do so can
support an outlook of optimism. I have found myself doing
a perfunctory gratitude list, just scraping off the top, and
my experience is that that type of list is much less effective.
We can benefit from taking the time to fully engage our
gratitude and realize the gifts we have received in the past
24 hours.

Prioritize

Prioritize and then set reasonable goals. My wife
accuses me of thinking that I can arrive at one location at
the same time I leave another. I am notorious for working to
within five minutes of a meeting and leaving for the meeting,
which is a 10-minute drive, and not believing that I arrived
late. This is a small thing, but it moves me from my rational,
thinking brain into my fear-based fight or flight brain. That
change narrows my vision and limits alternatives and builds
suspected adverse results. If I will take the time to plan
and prioritize my day, I can avoid “running around like a
chicken with my head cut off.” One of my favorite excuses
for not planning and prioritizing is that it takes time. While
it is true that planning is work and it does take time, its
net result is often that we are more efficient and end up not
causing stress for ourselves.

Exercise
Exercise in moderation. This is easily said to an attorney
but hard to practice if you are one like me. Competition
probably fueled our desire to be admitted to law school.
It certainly drove us during law school, and it isn’t likely
that it is diminished when we started practice. Often our

“driven” nature makes it difficult for people to get near us
or understand us when they do. If we take the competitive
nature that got us through law school into our exercise
program, there is a real likelihood that we will end up
injured. This is especially true for the more mature lawyers
like me. I was never going to be satisfied that I was a cyclist
until I finished the Hotter ‘N Hell Hundred in Wichita
Falls. Then one completion of the test wasn’t enough. I
hadn’t ridden fast enough, so I did it each year for the next
couple. I broke my hip in April of this year when I fell on
my bicycle. My most fervent hope is that I can complete the
H‘NH next year. I tell you this so you know that I have a
hard time following my own suggestions. The truth is that
most everything I know about stress management, I learned
by doing it wrong. So, do as I say, not as I do! The goal
should be activity rather than perfection.

Take Vacations
This is the “smile more” from the Hamilton song. We
need to take real vacations, not “working vacations” where
we take our computers and check in with the office in the
morning and again in the afternoon. Many of the vacations
I took with my kids may have been vacations for them
but they wouldn’t have qualified as “an extended period
of leisure and recreation, especially one spent away from
home,” a vacation according to the Oxford Dictionary, for
me. Over the years, it has seemed to me that there was always
more to do than I had time to do it. In response, I would
combine things that seemed to nearly fit together. Time
with children and time away from the office were closely
related but I fowled both of them by taking work along with
me. We need to truly vacate when we take vacation if we
want to feel the benefits that they can provide. The benefits
aren’t a luxury, they are necessary. Similar to sleep, we can’t
do without a break.

Share Feelings with a
Trusted Person
It is probably best to have a friend who isn’t a lawyer to
talk to. Even when we lawyers understand stress, we accept
way more than we should. The problem of venting with a
colleague may be that they hear you and either think or say,
“I’m having it much tougher than he is. . . ” Sharing with a
“civilian” can give another perspective. It is appropriate to
consider, too, whether the civilian is a spouse or significant
other. It is often a good idea to share with these people but
sometimes consider sharing with them after talking with an
unrelated person. Spouses are likely to be affected similarly
by the consequences of the issue shared as we are so their
response may not be much more objective than our own. A
member of a church congregation or a social group or, as
in my case, another member of Alcoholics Anonymous, is
more likely to give the dispassionate consideration of your
controversy and bounce more creative responses back to us
than another who is affected by the same events which affect
us.

Seek Help
I was in therapy for years just before and during my
early sobriety. My therapist was fabulous and one thing
that she told me that personalized her to me was her belief
that any therapist needed to be in counseling with another
professional. I didn’t really understand referred trauma and
emotional fatigue at that time, but it still made intuitive
sense and made me trust her even more. What I know today
is that it isn’t crazy people who go to counselors, but it is
often the few who stay sane. Life is complex, especially for
people who serve the public. In the same fashion that we
expect a person who tries to defend himself in a DWI case
to crash and burn, we are likely to suffer the same result
when we try to diagnose and treat our own stress.

Burnout

You might be burning out if:
You end each workday highly stressed;
Feel a knot in your stomach on Sunday night;
Find yourself disengaging from work, family,
friends, and health; or
• Have ulcers, upset stomach, headaches, backaches,
colitis, lack of concentration, rage, and even
potentially a heart attack.
Burnout is characterized by physical and emotional
exhaustion, feelings of cynicism and detachment, and a
sense that nothing you do makes a difference. Mindtool.
com suggests 5 responses to burnout: (1) thinking about the
“why,” (2) focus on the basics, (3) taking a vacation or leave of
absence, (4) say “no,” and (5) practice positive thinking. You
can see that some of these are extensions of or more imperative
applications of some of the suggestions made above. A couple
of these suggestions, though, need further development.
What is the “why?” Are there specifics about your work
or your life that leave you with resentments? Sometimes the
cause of the resentment is a person and other times they
are circumstances or governmental entities (IRS included).
When you come to an understanding of what you resent,
it becomes possible to address removing it. Sometimes we
can remove the object of the resentment and other times,
we have to change the way we feel about it. This takes focus
and commitment. Vague feelings of “I’ll do better. . .” aren’t
going to work, and it may take a therapist’s assistance to dig
the right hole.
Nancy Reagan wanted us to “Just say no.” in her antidrug campaign back in the day. While I have reservations
about how successful that campaign was, I absolutely know
that a well-placed “no” goes a long way toward freedom
from many resentments. People will make requests of us so
long as we agree to take on the burden they offer. Once the
challenge is “our problem” the referring party can move on,
free from the burden and the responsibility it carried. We
have to choose what we can and want to do. We need to
reserve a little time in our life in case a new and wonderful
opportunity comes. Every time we say no to someone else,
we are saying yes to ourselves!
•
•
•
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Addiction
The effect of a drink or use of a recreational drug is
relatively immediate and the sensation of stress changes. The
feeling we end up with may not be any better than the stress
we were feeling, but it is different, and sometimes that is
enough. Litigators must take note of how and when we drink
or use prescription medications. It isn’t unusual to notice a
pattern of heavier use in times of stress. Not everyone who
drinks is, or is likely to become, an alcoholic, even if they
drink more than they should at times. Neither is everyone
who uses drugs likely to become addicted. There are other
consequences of use though, both physical and emotional.
When use becomes addiction, the consequences multiply
and become more complicated. Addiction is defined as a
chronic, relapsing disease, and recovery may be a long and
winding road. Recovery from addiction is supported by the
State Bar and the Lawyers Assistance Program. It is also
supported by individual counseling and numerous 12-step
meetings. The first step toward recovery is “to quit digging”
the hole of despair, fear, and remorse for just long enough to
engage another person and then to lean on the other person
until we can walk on our own.
The foregoing list of challenges and responses are in no
way lists of everything which could populate these categories.
Hopefully, they can give a toehold on the challenge you face.
The TCDLA Attorney Wellness Committee is composed of
a group of criminal defense litigators who have an interest
in, and a commitment to, helping other lawyers with issues
such as those listed above. These lawyers and their email
addresses are listed below. The Texas Lawyers Assistance
Program also provides confidential assistance and referral.
They can be reached at: tlaphelps.org or (800)343-TLAP
(8527).
Rick Wardroup | rwardroup@tcdla.com
Andrew Herreth | andrew@herrethlaw.com
William Stith | w.stith1942@gmail.com
Coretta Graham | grahamlegalservices@yahoo.com
Savannah Gonzalez | attorney@savannahgonzalez.com
Amy Blalock | amyblalock@outlook.com
Mark Griffith | mark@griffithlegal.com
Amy Boylan | amanda@haffarlaw.com
Shana Stein-Faulhaber | shana@shanastein.com
Rick Wardroup is TCDLA’s curriculum
director and staff attorney, responsible for
assisting in the creation and development
of trainings to address the needs of Texas
trial lawyers, particularly in the areas of
forensic science, capital litigation, trial
advocacy and wellness issues. He is a
regular presenter at trainings which focus on these topics and
maintains relationships with nationally known experts. As staff
attorney, Rick assists in the development and reviews the grant
applications to the Court of Criminal Appeals and serves as a
resource for legal questions which arise at the home office. He
can be reached at rwardroup@tcdla.com or 806-763-9900.
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Don’t Leave Exculpatory Digital Evidence
on the (Lab) Table
By Bob Gill & Chris Edquist

It is common in today’s criminal law practice for the
State to possess cell phone data that they claim inculpates
our client. Many times, it does actually implicate our
client. We all know that one of the first steps a law
enforcement agency takes per their investigation is to
locate and seize relevant mobile devices and computers.
We can then expect to see in the discovery materials a
search warrant for the mobile device or computer, and/
or a search warrant to obtain additional digital devices.
This first round of search warrants is often followed up
with search warrants to cell phone service providers and
social media sites such as Facebook, Instagram, etc., for
relevant digital information in the possession of these
entities.
This article will discuss the steps that a criminal
defense attorney may have to take to receive complete
discovery of the data recovered by a digital forensic
extraction from a cell phone, tablet, or computer.
Data is forensically copied from a cell phone or other
mobile device in a process called an extraction. There are
three types of cell phone extractions seen in the industry:
a file system extraction, a physical extraction, and a
logical extraction. The principles discussed in this article
apply to all three types of extractions. In fact, the logical
extraction which directly outputs limited data to a readyto-review .html web page is particularly problematic
for discovery purposes because it is often used in a
pinch by untrained law enforcement to quickly (but not
thoroughly) identify information on a cell phone.

Numerous software providers make cell phone
extraction and analytics software. The most common
and state-of-the-art software is manufactured by
Cellebrite, an Israeli digital intelligence company.
Cellebrite software is used by most law enforcement
agencies. There are also private digital labs that perform
cell phone extractions using Cellebrite software.
To conduct a cell phone extraction, the cell phone
is connected to forensic hardware which could be a
computer or a standalone device such as a Universal
Forensic Extraction Device (UFED) that runs the
extraction software. The files from the cell phone are
then copied to the computer or a target drive connected
to the UFED. The extraction software stores cell phone
data into a container file or files with an extension of
.zip, .bin, .tar, etc. These file types contain many raw
folders and files such as database files that contain
the digital information on the cell phone. Special
forensic software is needed to open these files. These
files cannot be opened in a way that can be understood
by most attorneys. It takes specialized training and
knowledge to understand their contents. A trained
and qualified examiner uses the extraction software to
examine the cell phone data. An especially important
file type created by an extraction is .pas files which are
project session files used by Cellebrite to store the work
performed by the examiner (i.e., the “bench notes” of
a forensic extraction). Another example of a propriety
storage file type that may be encountered is .xfc files
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created by X-ways which is a computer forensic program
in widespread use in the industry.
Most lawyers do not have a background in digital
forensics. Therefore, lawyers may not intuitively
understand the many forms of digital forensic data
that may present in our cases. Since lawyers may not
understand the nature of the data, we also may not
understand that there is often more extracted evidence
in possession of law enforcement than we receive from
the State via typical discovery disclosures.
In many cases, the State still provides discovery of
cell phone extraction data in the form of a .pdf, Excel,
or Word document. A document in one of these formats
may or may not contain active links that take the reader
to further information about the cell phone extraction.
If the document does contain active links, the active
link often does not work or links to a page that reads
“file not found.” These .pdf, Excel, and Word documents
are typically prepared by the law enforcement agency
that conducts the cell phone extraction.
When the State turns over cell phone reports in
.pdf, Excel, or Word format, they are only providing
a fraction of the data in law enforcement possession.
Due to the limitations of these formats, the State is not
providing a valuable trove of files containing potentially
exculpatory information. When the State provides
discovery in this limited format, they are potentially
violating C.C.P. art. 39.14 and Brady. This is because
many of the formats used by the State to provide digital
discovery omit valuable categories of digital files.
Due to the limited knowledge of most lawyers of
file types generated by a cell phone extraction, it is
likely that prosecutors do not know they are not turning
over all of the data generated by law enforcement. Since
the relevant law enforcement agency is using a format
for providing the data that seems to satisfy the State, it
may not occur to the law enforcement agency that they
are not putting the prosecutors in a position of being
able to provide full discovery.
As defense attorneys, we have the task of educating
the prosecution, law enforcement, and the courts as
to the existence of this additional data. We have the
task of demanding that the prosecutor seeks this data
from law enforcement; or more commonly, the task of
petitioning the court to order the State to inquire of law
enforcement as to the existence of this additional data.
Other ways that a complete set of data from a device
is not provided to the defense attorney arises where law
enforcement has not performed a complete extraction
of the device (i.e. their original extraction criteria only
sought certain file types and omitted others) and where
law enforcement used out-of-date extraction software
to perform the extraction. There are many different
methods for extracting data from digital devices such as
cell phones and computers. Law enforcement agencies
and individual forensic examiners conduct different
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levels of extraction and also employ extraction software
that may not be completely updated in their extraction
capabilities. Even if a forensic examiner uses up-todate extraction software at the time of the original
extraction, later versions of the extraction software
often make it possible to retrieve more date from the
device via an extraction performed with the updated
extraction software.
Thus, a subsequent forensic examiner can discover
more data from an earlier extraction by analyzing file
types that were not previously extracted. It is also
possible to perform a “re-extraction” of the original
device with fully updated extraction software to reveal
additional files and data. (If a cell phone extraction
was performed as little as a year ago, the extraction
software used by the law enforcement agency has likely
been updated 12-15 times by the manufacturer.) This
additional data may contain exculpatory or mitigating
information.
This same scenario occurs with the extraction of
data from a computer. Not only are the formats used
by the State to provide discovery limited in their ability
to provide a complete set of data; but subsequent
extraction software updates make a more complete
extraction possible.
Defense counsel should engage a trained and
qualified digital forensic expert to assist in evaluating
any discovery received from the State. The expert can
determine from the discovery provided whether file
types and data have been omitted. Expert assistance will
enable defense counsel to obtain and evaluate additional
data.
To obtain this data, defense counsel will likely need
to make an additional discovery request of the State and/
or request to take possession of the device in question
to perform another extraction. Although the State has
a duty to provide all of the potentially exculpatory,
mitigating, and impeaching evidence in the possession
of law enforcement, they often do not understand how
this evidence could have been omitted from discovery.
Defense counsel should make their filing in the
form of a request for additional discovery which puts
the onus directly on the State to comply. Filing a motion
that requires court intervention may be necessary in the
event that the State does not voluntarily comply with
the request. Counsel can also file a joint request and
motion seeking further evidence.
Another facet of cell phone forensics that is
becoming more prevalent is law enforcement's use of
a device called GrayKey. GrayKey is a forensic access
tool that extracts encrypted or inaccessible data from
mobile devices. GrayKey is currently only available
to law enforcement. By employing GrayKey, law
enforcement officers are able to access locked mobile
devices. These writers are aware of a couple of North
Texas law enforcement agencies that are employing

GrayKey. The use of GrayKey to access a locked or
encrypted mobile device should be attacked on Fourth
and Fifth Amendment grounds. In discovery motions,
defense attorneys should request and move for discovery
revealing and detailing the use of GrayKey.
An additional discovery request should ask for:
a) First instance copies of all files and data
produced during any method of extraction of
any mobile digital device, cell phone or SD
card; including but not limited to any .tar files,
.zip files, and any .bin files.
b) The request or motion should also ask for .pas
files and any project session files used to store
the work performed by the examiner (i.e., the
“bench notes” of a forensic extraction).
c) First instance copies of all forensic image
files generated from a computer extraction;
including but not limited to .E01, .EX01, .AD1,
.DD, .001, .AFF, .CTR formats of any device
that may have been imaged into these formats
such as computer hard drives, thumb drives, or
memory cards.
d) First instance copies of any and all information,
files, and first instance and/or original metadata
about the use of "GrayKey” or any other
spyware program employed by law enforcement
to access any digital device in the case.
e) Any and all other evidence and information
held by law enforcement in connection with
this case that has not previously been provided
to the defense through discovery.
“First instance” means the original extraction file or
files generated by the original examiner or exact copies
thereof. Later copies of an extraction file or files could
be altered by file compression or by the limitations of a
subsequent proprietary viewer.
"Metadata" is simply data about data. For example,
an image file will contain metadata that describes how
large the file is, the color depth, the image resolution,
and when the image was created. Metadata is important
in the forensic realm because it is often how a digital file
can be authenticated.
Third Chair Digital Forensics LLC has drafted a
subsequent discovery motion carefully setting out the
above requests in formal discovery language. A copy of
the motion appears at the end of this article and will be
available in the TCDLA motions bank.

Bob Gill is a board-certified criminal
defense attorney and retired state district
judge practicing in Fort Worth. He is
a former criminal division chief with
the Tarrant County Criminal District
Attorney’s Office. Bob is co-owner of Third
Chair Digital Forensics LLC and Third
Chair Investigations LLC in Fort Worth.
Bob’s law practice concentrates on serious and complex state
criminal cases. Bob is also a licensed private investigator in Texas.
Chris Edquist is the chief digital forensic
examiner with Third Chair Digital
Forensics LLC. Chris is a Certified
Forensic Computer Examiner (CFCE)
and holds mobile forensic certifications
through Cellebrite and Paraben Corpo
ration. Chris has been a member of the
International Association of Computer
Investigative Specialists (IACIS) since 2007. Chris is also a
licensed private investigator in Texas.

Endnotes

1.
The individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of any favorable
evidence known to the others acting on the government’s behalf in the
case, including the police. Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437–38, 115
S.Ct. 1555, 1567, 131 L.Ed.2d 490 (1995); Harm v. State, 183 S.W.3d
403, 406 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006).
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NO. _________
THE STATE OF TEXAS			
					)
VS.					
				)
___________________		

)		

IN THE ______ JUDICIAL			

)		

DISTRICT COURT OF				

)		

__________ COUNTY, TEXAS

DEFENDANT’S REQUEST AND MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL
DISCOVERY AND PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE
TO THE CRIMINAL DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF _____________ COUNTY, TEXAS; AND TO THE HONORABLE
JUDGE OF SAID COURT (IN THE EVENT THE STATE FAILS TO COMPLY):
Undersigned Counsel for Defendant having been provided some discovery in this case under Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure art. 39.14, requests further compliance with said article from the State of Texas.
Counsel's review of the materials provided thus far reveals that several additional items are likely in possession, custody,
or control of the State of Texas or a law enforcement agency and are, therefore, discoverable under art. 39.14, but have not
yet been provided to Defendant by the State of Texas. Article 39.14 specifies that the Defendant shall be allowed to inspect,
electronically duplicate, copy and photograph said items; and that the State may provide electronic duplicates of said items
to Defendant. The State of Texas has an on-going obligation to timely furnish discovery under this article.
The individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's
behalf in the case, including the police. Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437–38, 115 S.Ct. 1555, 1567, 131 L.Ed.2d 490
(1995); Harm v. State, 183 S.W.3d 403, 406 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006). It is irrelevant whether suppression of favorable evidence was done willfully or inadvertently. Harm, 183 S.W.3d at 406.
Similarly, under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 3.09(d) a prosecutor in a criminal case is
required to “make timely disclosure to the defense of all evidence or information known to the prosecutor that tends to negate
the guilt of the accused or mitigates the offense . . .” Rule 3.09(d) is broader than Brady because the materiality element of
the Brady line of cases does not apply to Rule 3.09(d). Schultz v. Comm’n for Lawyer Discipline, 2015 WL 9855916 at *2
(Texas Bd. Disp. App. 55649, December 17, 2015). A failure of a prosecutor to disclose evidence under Rule 3.09(d) is a violation of Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 3.04(a) which makes it a disciplinary violation to unlawfully
obstruct another party’s access to evidence. Id. at *4.
The State of Texas can only except requested items from discovery under the “work product” rule when the requested
item contains only comments by the attorney concerning his trial strategy or opinions of the strengths and weaknesses of
the case. The United States Supreme Court has described the work product doctrine as sheltering “[a]t its core ... the mental
processes of the attorney, providing a privileged area within which [an attorney] can analyze and prepare his client's case.”
Washington v. State, 856 S.W.2d 184, 187 (Tex.Crim.App.1993)(quoting United States v. Nobles, 422 U.S. 225, 238, 95 S.Ct.
2160, 2170, 45 L.Ed.2d 141 (1975)). Material that reflects the attorney's personal thought processes is “core work product”
and receives absolute protection, while other materials, such as documents, reports, or memoranda compiled by the attorney
or his agents and communications made in anticipation of litigation or trial are “other work product” and receive qualified
protection. While the work-product doctrine protects the communications of parties, attorneys, and agents, the underlying factual information is not protected. For example, descriptions of potential witnesses and statements that would reveal
whether the party had spoken to potential witnesses are not work product and are discoverable. Pope v. State, 207 S.W.3d
352, 358 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006). If counsel's efforts do not create or enhance the substantive information, that information—
or the form in which it is preserved—does not become protected work product. That is, facts that are divulged or exist independent of the attorney or his agents are not protected, but statements or documents that set out their thoughts concerning the
significance of these facts or the strategic conclusions that the attorney or his agents draw from them may well be protected.
Pope, 207 S.W.3d at 358-9. For example, a recording of a statement made by a witness is discoverable unless it contains
only comments by the attorney concerning his trial strategy or opinions of the strengths and weaknesses of the case. Cullen
v. State, 719 S.W.2d 195, 198 (Tex.Crim.App.1986).
Additionally, the government is constitutionally required to preserve evidence that might be expected to play a significant role in the suspect's defense. Little v. State, 991 S.W.2d 864, 866 (Tex. Crim. App. 1999).
Undersigned counsel knows from experience and through consultation with experts in the field that there are many different methods for extracting data from digital devices such as cell phones and computers. Different law enforcement agen-
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cies and different forensic examiners conduct different types of extractions and also employ extraction devices that may or
may not be completely up to date in their extraction capabilities.
Due to these variations, it is possible for another expert to extract more data from a device than by another, earlier extraction. It is also possible for a subsequent examination of the original data to reveal additional data and information. These
later examinations may discover exculpatory and/or mitigating information not discovered in an analysis of the original extraction.
In order to perform a subsequent analysis of the extraction, a forensic expert needs access to first instance copies of the
files created during the extraction.
For purposes of this request and motion “first instance” means the original extraction file or files generated by the original examiner or exact copies thereof. Later copies of an extraction file or files could be altered by file compression or by the
limitations of a subsequent proprietary viewer.
The Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence defines “metadata” as “data, frequently embedded within a file, that
describes a file or directory, which can include the locations where the content is stored, dates and times, application specific
information, and permissions.” For example, an image file will contain metadata which describes how large the file is, the
color depth, the image resolution and when the image was created. Metadata is important in the forensic realm because it is
often the means by which a digital file can be authenticated.
The original data, information and evidence sought to be discovered and/or preserved consists of:
a) First instance copies of all files and data produced during any method of extraction of any mobile digital device, cell
phone or SD card; including but not limited to any .tar files, .zip files, .bin files, and any .pas files (project session
files used by Cellebrite to store the work performed by the examiner).
b) First instance copies of all .E01, .EX01, .AD1, .DD, .001, .AFF, .CTR acquisition files generated during any method
of extraction or imaging of any computer hard drive or thumb drive;
c) First instance copies of any and all information, files and first instance and / or original metadata pertaining to the
use of “GrayKey” or any other spyware program employed by law enforcement to access any digital device in this
case;
d) Any and all “case notes” whether written or electronic created by any law enforcement agent whether or not included in any supplemental report; and
e) Any and all other evidence and information held by law enforcement in connection with this case that has not previously been provided to the defense through discovery.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Defendant hereby requests that the Court grant a hearing on this Request and Motion in the instant cause; and that subsequent to the hearing of said Request and Motion that the Court ORDER
that the State of Texas provide the individualized items to the Defendant.

Respectfully submitted,

Access online at
TCDLA.com in the
Motion Bank of
the Members Only
Section!

____________________________
S.B.O.T. No. _________________
Law Offices of ________________
(Not a Partnership)

Address
City, Texas Zip Code
phone
facsimile
EMAIL
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT
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2021–2022
TCDLA Committee Expression of Interest

TCDLA is seeking enthusiastic and motivated individuals for upcoming
openings to its 2021–2022 committees. Committee descriptions and mission
statements are listed on the website. Complete the form below and check
one or more of the committees that you would be interested in serving on.
Responsibilities of a TCDLA Committee Member:
1. Member of TCDLA.
2. Committees will provide advice, guidance and recommendations to the TCDLA President and/or Board
of Directors on relevant matters related to their particular committee.
3. Committees will have assigned responsibilities associated with TCDLA’s strategic plan and objectives.
4. Meet throughout the year via conference call and/or at quarterly board meetings.
5. Members are expected to review and respond to email requests in a timely fashion.
6. Committee Chairs are expected to prepare a written report for inclusion in the board packets for
each board meeting. Any items requiring a decision of the Board should be included on agenda.
Committee members will assist chairs in the preparation of reports.
Your information
Last name

First name

Law school

Years in practice

Primary areas of practice

Contact information
Work phone

Cell phone

Email

Committee preference: Select up to three committees. Place a “1” next to your first choice,
followed by “2”and “3,” if desired.
❏ Amicus (Brief) Curiae
❏ Bylaws
❏Cannabis
❏Capital Assistance
❏Client Mental Health
❏Corrections & Parole
❏ Diversity & Inclusion
❏ DWI Resource
❏ Ethics
❏ Indigent Client Defense

❏Judicial Conduct

❏ Juvenile
❏ Law School Students
❏ Listserve
❏ Long-Range Planning
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 INSTANT ON-LINE SR-22 
(PROCESSED and PRINTED in as little as 5 MINUTES!!!)

www.conceptSR22.com

AN ABSOLUTELY FREE SERVICE FOR YOUR FIRM
A revolutionary new way to provide the Texas SR-22 that will save you and your staff valuable
time while also saving your clients money. No more waiting for your client to get that SR-22 to
your staff, it’s always readily available at your fingertips.
INSTANTLY! allows your Client to purchase and print the Texas SR-22 from ANY
computer — ANY time.
SAFELY! uses an Operator’s Policy to protect your Client’s relationship with their current
insurance provider.
WITHIN 10 MINUTES! emails the original SR-22 to your Client, the Texas DPS AND
your office.
IMMEDIATELY! allows you and your staff to access and print the Texas SR-22 from
our website.
UNMATCHED! rates and plans will save your Clients money over traditional methods.

Please go online or call Jay Freeman today for more information:

www.conceptSR22.com
From: ACCURATE CONCEPT INSURANCE
Dallas: 972-386-4386  Toll Free: 800-967-4386
Advertisement
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Trial by Pandemic: Getting a Jury of Your
Peers in the Age of COVID-19
By JoLissa Jones

Many lawyers have focused on a defendant’s right to a
speedy trial given the moratorium on jury trials amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic. This, of course, makes sense as we
consider our clients in custody or those on bond awaiting
their day in court so that their lives may regain a semblance
of normalcy. Clients behind bars are essentially sitting
ducks during the spread of this potentially deadly disease
and clients on bond often must subject themselves to risk
of exposure while appearing in court or attending pre-trial
supervision appointments.
While the right to a speedy trial is a critical and ever
important one, another right deserves consideration: the
right to a fair trial before a jury of one’s peers. As the
supreme court of Texas has made special exceptions to the
suspension of jury trials and as some small counties are
conducting trial business as usual, the impact of COVID-19
on the venire panel cannot be disregarded. Like so many
things, the populations most effected by the spread of the
virus are minorities, which are already woefully absent
from most jury panels.
Empaneling a jury of the defendant’s peers is not a
novel problem. Nearly any defense attorney can tell you
that you might see some people of color on a jury panel, but
it won’t be very often. In trial preparation, we must always
be cognizant of how the facts and circumstances of the case
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will be perceived through the lens of a jury that we know
will more than likely be older, richer, and whiter than our
clients.
A jury of one’s “peers” is one that consists of members
that look like the defendant or, at least, represents the
makeup of the community in which the trial is held. This
is critically important because diversity in the jury panel
allows for people with different ideas and experiences
to evaluate the evidence for proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. In places where the turnout of potential jurors is
already low and trends wealthy and white, achieving a
representative jury on a good day can be a monumental
task. In the COVID-19 era, that monumental task becomes
Herculean.
The heightened impact of COVID-19 on the makeup
of jury panels is twofold: (1) the virus’ impacts are greater
in minority communities; and (2) the economic challenges
that exist due to the virus create barriers to participation
for some citizens, but not others.
To the first point, people who identify as Hispanic
or Latino make up an estimated 39.7% of the population
of Texas and around 39.9% of the diagnosed COVID-19
cases. However, this demographic group represents more
than half (56.1%) of COVID-19 deaths.1 With more than
16,000 Texans dead from the virus, this number represents

several thousands of potential jurors of color lost without
factoring in the deaths of potential jurors from other groups
of color. The collateral consequences of this imbalance are
important too, as citizens who are responsible for the care
of sick relatives may not be available to secure alternate care
for their loved ones and, more importantly, those caring for
sick relatives pose a risk to the whole panel, courthouse
staff, judges, and counsel due to their exposure to the virus.
To the second point, citizens that would likely
bring the sought-after diversity to the venire are more
unavailable than their wealthier and older counterparts.2
This characterization goes beyond race and limits the
number of citizens available for jury duty within different
socioeconomic strata. 44% of all workers aged 18 to 64
are considered low-wage workers. Black and Hispanic/
Latino workers are overrepresented in this population,
and low-wage workers are also disproportionately female.
By definition, these workers are in a precarious financial
situation than mid- or high-wage workers. Many of workers
in this type of category are the primary breadwinners in
their homes and the loss of wages to participate in jury
duty would be catastrophic.
The COVID-19 crisis has exacerbated the risks
associated with being a low-wage worker. The number of
people who have lost their jobs have skyrocketed at the
same time many low-wage workers have been deemed
essential. Parents with children are now trying to juggle
virtual learning and childcare whilst also trying harder
than ever to figure out how to pay the bills. They cannot
afford to miss a single day that is not moving toward that
end.
These issues are only a few of the many intersectional
ways this crisis has impacted the makeup of jury pools as
well as our community at large.
So, what can we do?
Of course, the entire system needs work. It is typical
in some counties for somewhere around 70% of potential
jurors summoned to fail to appear for jury service.3 One of
the easiest ways to increase the diversity of the jury pool is
to increase the size of the pool itself and gain attendance
from potential jurors from underrepresented populations.
On a practical level, there are things that defense
attorneys can do in both these times and in times where
there is no pandemic.
The first thing to remember is to always make note of
how the jurisdiction picks juries. Each county is different
and, chances are, that each court in each county is a little
different, too. The way Harris county numbers jurors for
selection and the way Hays county numbers jurors is vastly
different and relying on what you know from one county
or another can result in favorable jurors ending up on the
chopping block rather than in the jury box. In my practice,
we make an effort to go by the court where trial is going to
be held to get a seating chart and speak to the staff about
how the particular judge goes about picking a jury. If an inperson visit is not available, we try to reach out to the staff

via phone or email or will try to find local counsel to speak
with and gather information on the procedure.
The next tool that attorneys can use is the jury shuffle.
Often when picking a jury, there are people of color there,
though they are notably underrepresented in the pool, and
often are seated in unfavorable positions. A shuffle can give
a defendant a chance at getting someone who looks like
them or shares similar life experiences.
Third, lawyers can add an argument about a defendant
having the right to a jury of the defendant’s peers to
their motions for continuance. Many defense attorneys
have been filing motions to continue on the basis of the
pandemic’s effect on a defendant’s ability to have a fair
trial. Defense counsel should, however, make sure to note
these demographic challenges in addition to the concerns
regarding safety, attorney-client communications,
evidentiary challenges, etc.
Finally, counsel should always remember that the
characteristics that result in a jury that more closely
resembles the defendant are intersectional. This means that
there are often multiple things to look for in a juror that
will allow for them to more closely relate to your client or
be representative of the community as a whole. If there are
no potential jurors of the same race on the panel, then root
out those of similar socioeconomic status or life experience.
While the pandemic rages on, it is obviously not safe to
gather a large group of potential jurors right now and trials
are still suspended until the infection rates are more under
control. We can only hope that once it is deemed safe to
hold trials again, many of these exacerbating factors will be
alleviated and our clients can all be on the receiving end of
the true justice they deserve.

Endnotes
1 Texas Health and Human Services. (2021). Texas COVID-19
Data. Available at: https://dshs.texas.gov/coronavirus/additionaldata.
aspx (accessed Oct. 8, 2020) (updated regularly).
2 Nicole Bateman, Martha Ross. (2019). Meet the Low-Wage
Workforce. Metropolitan Policy Program at Bookings. Available at:
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/201911_
Brookings-Metro_low-wage-workforce_Ross-Bateman.pdf#page=9
(accessed Oct. 8, 2020).
3 Samantha Ketterer. (2020). Battling the jury duty problem,
where fewer than 1 in 4 show up. Houston Chronicle. Available at:
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/arti‑
cle/Battling-the-jury-duty-problem-where-fewer-than-15010187.php?‑
converted=1) (accessed Oct. 9, 2020).
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Transportation Code 709.001 DWI
Superfines
By Douglas Huff

History

Effective September 1st, 2019, the Texas Driver
Responsibility Program (“DRP”) was repealed and replaced
by Transportation Code 709.001. Previously under the
DRP, those convicted of a DWI in Texas were required to
pay a surcharge. The surcharge amount was $1,000 per year
with the exceptions of the surcharge being $1,500 per year
for a second or subsequent conviction within 36 months;
and $2,000 for a first or subsequent conviction if it was
shown that the blood alcohol content of the person was .15
or more at the time of analysis. This surcharge was not to be
assessed for more than three years.

The New Code

However, under the Transportation Code 709.001, a
new ‘superfine’ was to be imposed. The code states:
TRAFFIC FINE FOR CONVICTION OF CERTAIN
INTOXICATED DRIVER OFFENSES. (a) In this section,
"offense relating to the operating of a motor vehicle while
intoxicated" has the meaning assigned by Section 49.09,
Penal Code.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), in addition
to the fine prescribed for the specific offense, a person
who has been finally convicted of an offense relating to the
operating of a motor vehicle while intoxicated shall pay a
fine of:
(1) $3,000 for the first conviction within a 36-month
period;
(2) $4,500 for a second or subsequent conviction
within a 36-month period; and
(3) $6,000 for a first or subsequent conviction if it
is shown on the trial of the offense that an analysis of a
specimen of the person's blood, breath, or urine showed an
alcohol concentration level of 0.15 or more at the time the
analysis was performed.
(c) If the court having jurisdiction over an offense that
is the basis for a fine imposed under this section makes a
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finding that the person is indigent, the court shall waive all
fines and costs imposed on the person under this section.
(d) A person must provide information to the court
in which the person is convicted of the offense that is the
basis for the fine to establish that the person is indigent.
The following documentation may be used as proof:
(1) a copy of the person's most recent federal income
tax return that shows that the person's income or the
person's household income does not exceed 125 percent
of the applicable income level established by the federal
poverty guidelines;
(2) a copy of the person's most recent statement of
wages that shows that the person's income or the person's
household income does not exceed 125 percent of the
applicable income level established by the federal poverty
guidelines; or
(3) documentation from a federal agency, state agency,
or school district that indicates that the person or, if the
person is a dependent as defined by Section 152, Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, the taxpayer claiming the person as
a dependent, receives assistance from:
(A) the food stamp program or the financial assistance
program established under Chapter 31, Human Resources
Code;
(B) the federal special supplemental nutrition program
for women, infants, and children authorized by 42 U.S.C.
Section 1786;
(C) the medical assistance program under Chapter 32,
Human Resources Code;
(D) the child health plan program under Chapter 62,
Health and Safety Code; or
(E) the national free or reduced-price lunch program
established under 42 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.
Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1094 (H.B.
2048), Sec. 14, eff. September 1, 2019.

A Change, Not a Change

At first glance, this Code seems to mimic the previous
DRP as far as an additional financial requirement on DWI
cases. However, there are some significant differences and
legal issues. First, the law does not have any transition
language that would extend the DRP. Therefore, those
charged with a DWI before the September 1st, 2019 date
would no longer be affected by the repealed DRP.
Additionally, there is a strong argument that the new
transportation code would not be applied to any DWI
charged before the September 1st, 2019 due to a violation of
Ex Post Facto laws prohibited by the Texas and United States
Constitution. An ex post facto law is one that: (1) punishes
as a crime an act previously committed that was innocent

when done; (2) aggravates a crime, or makes it greater than
it was, when committed; (3) changes the punishment and
inflicts greater punishment than the law attached to the
criminal offense when committed; or (4) deprives a person
charged with a crime of any defense available at the time
the act was committed. Peugh v. United States, 569 U.S. 530,
538-39, 133 S. Ct. 2072, 186 L. Ed. 2d 84 (2013); Collins
v. Youngblood, 497 U.S. 37, 41-44, 110 S. Ct. 2715, 111 L.
Ed. 2d 30 (1990); Rodriguez v. State, 93 S.W.3d 60, 66 (Tex.
Crim. App. 2002); Ex parte Davis, 947 S.W.2d 216, 219-20
(Tex. Crim. App. 1996); Grimes v. State, 807 S.W.2d 582,
583-84, 586-87 (Tex. Crim. App. 1991).

Confusion in the Courts

Initially there was quite a bit of confusion within the
courts on the application of the repeal of the DRP and
the implementation of Code 709.001. However, in most
jurisdictions, this is now settled that any DWI charged
before September 1st, 2019 would have fallen under the
now repealed DRP and no surcharge would be assessed. All
DWIs charged after the September 1st, 2019 date would fall
under the new code.

Interpretation of the
New Code 709.001: Final
Convictions

There are significant differences with the Transportation
Code from the DRP that are invaluable to the defense. First,
examine under section (b), “a person who has been finally
convicted of an offense relating to the operating of a motor
vehicle while intoxicated.” For many years under Texas law,
“finally convicted” meant:
[I]t is . . . well established that a conviction is not final
for enhancement purposes where the imposition of sentence
has been suspended and probation granted. A successfully
served probation is not available for enhancement purposes.
The imposition of a sentence is required to establish the
finality of a conviction. However, a probated sentence can
turn into a final conviction if probation is revoked.
Ex parte Pue, 552 S.W.3d 226, 230–31 (Tex. Crim.
App. 2018).
Under Tex. Gov. Code § 311.023 and Arteaga v. State,
521 S.W.3d 329, 334 (Tex. Crim. App. 2017), extratextual
factors that may be considered in interpreting a statute
include: (1) the object sought to be attained by the
Legislature; (2) the circumstances under which the statute
was enacted; (3) the legislative history; (4) the common law
or former statutory provisions, including laws on the same
or similar subjects; (5) the consequences of a particular
construction; (6) the administrative construction of the
statute; and (7) the title or caption, preamble, and any
emergency provision.
When “finally convicted” language was added to
Chapter 49 of the Penal code, it is presumed the legislature
is aware of Pue, as well as other areas of the law using the
same phrase.

"We presume the Legislature is aware of relevant
case law when it enacts or modifies statutes. A statute is
presumed to have been enacted by the legislature with
complete knowledge of the existing law and with reference
to it. Language in a statute is presumed to have been
selected and used with care, and every word or phrase in
a statute is presumed to have been intentionally used with
a meaning and a purpose.” In re Allen, 366 S.W.3d 696, 706
(Tex. 2012).
Therefore, only a "probated sentence [that] turn[s] into
a final conviction [by] probation [being] revoked” is a “final
conviction” subject to the mandatory fines.
This interpretation of a final conviction is in line with
the Texas District and County Attorney’s Association’s
reading of the statute. Hence, most jurisdictions appear to
be following suit with this interpretation and only applying
the ‘superfine’ to cases with jail/prison sentences and not
for probation. Probation only being a final conviction if the
probated sentence is revoked.

Interpretation of the New
Code 709.001: Section (c)
Findings of Indigency

According to Section (c), if the court having jurisdiction
over an offense that is the basis for a fine imposed under
this section makes a finding that the person is indigent,
the court SHALL waive all fines and costs imposed on the
person under this section.
Section (d) of the code clearly defines the requirements
that MUST be provided to the court to establish that the
person is indigent. These conditions are included in the
article above. Following is a standardized motion to waive
the fine imposed by the code due to indigency.

Conclusion

We have seen the end of the DRP. Any DWI case that
occurred prior to September 1st, 2019 will not be affected by
Transportation Code 709.001 ‘superfines’. Moving forward,
‘superfines’ should only be imposed on those whose DWI
convictions are found to be final either through a jail/prison
sentence or through the revocation of their probation.
If a ‘superfine’ is to be imposed, the defense may be able
to meet the requirements to be found indigent. The defense
must provide documentation to the court under section (d)
of 709.001. If the court finds the defendant indigent, then
the court must waive the fine imposed by the statute.
Douglas Huff is the Senior Trial
Attorney in North Texas for Hamilton
Grant Attorneys at Law based in
Dallas, Texas. He currently represents
individuals charged with various
misdemeanors and felonies ranging
from DWI, theft, assault, sexual
assault, murder, and others. He can be
reached at Doug@HGTexas.com or 972-943-8500.
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CAUSE NO. ___________________
STATE OF TEXAS

§

IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL

§
vs.

§

COURT NO. ______

§
CLIENT

§

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION TO WAIVE IMPOSITION OF FINE FOR CONVICTION OF CERTAIN INTOXICATED DRIVER
OFFENSES UNDER TEXAS TRANSPORTATION CODE 709.001
COMES NOW DEFENDANT, in the above-styled and numbered cause and moves the Court to waive any and all
fines under Texas Transportation Code 709.001. Under Section (c), if the court having jurisdiction over an offense that is
the basis for a fine imposed under this section makes a finding that the person is indigent, the court shall waive all fines and
costs imposed on the person under this section.
The Defendant offers as proof of their indigency the following information for this Court: (INSERT FACTS HERE)
_____ The Court has made an affirmative finding that Defendant is indigent.
(1) a copy of the person's most recent federal income tax return that shows that the person's income or the
person's household income does not exceed 125 percent of the applicable income level established by the
federal poverty guidelines;
(2) a copy of the person's most recent statement of wages that shows that the person's income or the person's household income does not exceed 125 percent of the applicable income level established by the
federal poverty guidelines; or
(3) documentation from a federal agency, state agency, or school district that indicates that the person or, if
the person is a dependent as defined by Section 152, Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the taxpayer claiming
the person as a dependent, receives assistance from:
(A) the food stamp program or the financial assistance program established under Chapter 31,
Human Resources Code;
(B) the federal special supplemental nutrition program for women, infants, and children authorized by 42 U.S.C. Section 1786;
(C) the medical assistance program under Chapter 32, Human Resources Code;
(D) the child health plan program under Chapter 62, Health and Safety Code; or
(E) the national free or reduced-price lunch program established under 42 U.S.C. Section 1751
et seq.
Other documentation presented to this Court. (See attached Affidavit of Defendant)
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant prays that this Court, after consideration of the attached
documentation, grant Defendant’s Motion and waive all fines and costs imposed on the person under this section of Texas
Transportation Code 709.001.
Respectfully submitted,
Attorney for Defendant
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SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS REPORT

This month the Fourth District
Court of Appeals gives us a pretty
sweet work-around to Governor
Abbot’s unconstitutional GA13 executive order prohibiting
PR bonds for indigent pretrial
detainees. Be on the lookout for a
future governor’s order abolishing
the Fourth District Court of
Appeals. And if you’ve ever tanked
a jury selection, you’ll want to read this whole SDR to be sure
another court wasn’t talking about your case when they said
“[h]is presentation to the venire panel included what can be
fairly characterized as a rambling and paranoid monologue
unrelated to his case.”
TCDLA thanks the Court of Criminal Appeals for
graciously administering a grant which underwrites the
majority of the costs of our Significant Decisions Report. We
appreciate the Court’s continued support of our efforts to
keep lawyers informed of significant appellate court decisions
from Texas, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States. However,
the decision as to which cases are reported lies exclusively
with our Significant Decisions editor. Likewise, any and all
editorial comments are a reflection of the editor’s view of the
case, and his alone.
Please do not rely solely on the summaries set forth
below. The reader is advised to read the full text of each
opinion in addition to the brief synopses provided.
This publication is intended as a resource for the
membership and I welcome feedback, comments, or sugges
tions: kyle@texasdefensefirm.com (972) 369-0577.
Sincerely,

United States Supreme Court

The United States Supreme Court did not hand down any
published opinions since the last Significant Decisions
Report.

Fifth Circuit

Broadnax v. Lumpkin, 987 F.3d 400 (5th Cir. 2021)
Issue. (1) Do previously withheld notes suggesting that
prosecutors targeted minority jurors for peremptory strikes
constitute evidence that a federal court can consider for the
first time in a federal habeas petition claiming that the state
court unreasonably applied federal law? (2) Did the state
court unreasonably apply federal law when it accepted raceneutral justifications for the State’s striking of every Black
juror from the venire?
Facts. In Petitioner’s 2009 trial for capital murder,

prosecutors used their peremptory strikes to remove all
prospective Black jurors and one Hispanic juror. Petitioner
objected under Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986).
Petitioner exhausted his state remedies, and this case
arises under federal post-conviction remedies available to
defendants who can show a state court unreasonably applied
federal law. In this posture, the Petitioner attempted to submit
new evidence – a juror spreadsheet created by prosecutors
wherein prosecutors bolded the names of prospective Black
jurors. Petitioner indicated that this piece of evidence was
previously withheld as work product but disclosed when
the district attorney revised policy. The federal district court
refused to consider the new evidence based on precedent
barring the consideration of evidence not before the state
appellate court when a ruling was issued.
Holding. (1) No. A claim that a state court unreasonably
applied federal law must be limited to the evidence
presented in the state court. A narrow exception might exist
which involves the consideration of previously withheld
exculpatory evidence. The spreadsheet in this case does not
pertain to guilt or innocence and was not exculpatory. Nor
was the spreadsheet the type of “single, plainly momentous
item of suppressed . . . evidence” which fundamentally alters
a preexisting litigated claim to warrant consideration. (2)
No. The prosecutors offered sufficient race-neutral reasons,
including a showing that they struck every person who
opposed the death penalty, including each of the minority
veniremembers. There were also several questionnaire
responses by the minority veniremembers which made it
“hardly surprising” that they were struck.
Comment. A prosecutor is definitely required to turn
over his or her notes in a Batson hearing if the prosecutor
uses those notes to refresh a recollection. And in light of the
Michael Morton Act’s sweeping reforms to Texas criminal
discovery practice since the time of Broadnax’s trial, it
should be required even when the prosecutor does not use
the notes for refreshing his or her recollection.

Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals

In re State ex rel. Best, No. WR-29,923-01 (Tex. Crim.
App. Feb. 3, 2021)
Issue. Can a trial court order the State to create
audiovisual recordings of laboratory testing when it is
known that the process of laboratory testing will consume
the entirety of the evidence and render it unavailable for
defense retesting?
Facts. Multiple defendants requested observation of State
DNA testing which would result in the complete destruction
of a DNA sample. The trial court ordered the State to create
audiovisual recordings of the DNA testing process. The State
argued: (1) that the trial court had no authority to do this,
(2) that the defendant’s theory rests on a flawed premise that
defendants have a constitutional right to discover and test
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biological material, and (3) that it could take more than a
year to come up with an audiovisual recording system. The
State filed the instant writs of mandamus and prohibition.
Holding. No. Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article
38.43 grants trial courts some discretion to regulate pretrial DNA testing. However, neither Article 38.43, nor rules
pertaining to criminal discovery authorize a trial court to
order the State to create or generate evidence that does not
already exist. The court analogizes this scenario to cases where
the Court of Criminal Appeals previously held trial courts
lacked authority to order the State to generate documentary
evidence for purposes of discovery. In re Stormer, No. WR66, 865-01 (Tex. Crim. App. June 20, 2007)(not designated
for publication)(court may not order witness statements
reduced to writing). A defendant’s remedy under the Code of
Criminal Procedure is to obtain “any bench notes prepared
by the laboratory that are related to the testing of evidence
and the results of that testing. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art.
38.43(k). Furthermore, “[t]here is no general constitutional
right to discovery in a criminal case.” Evidence destruction
does not present a due process concern until it is shown that
the destroyed evidence is exculpatory. When evidence is only
potentially exculpatory, “due process is implicated only when
the State has destroyed that evidence in bad faith.”
Comment. The Court’s analysis is a sound application
of Article 39.14 and Supreme Court precedent, but the
outcome is not without dilemmas. Most notably, a criminal
defendant has the right to inspect evidence upon a showing
of good cause. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 39.14. See McBride
v. State, 838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex. Crim. App. 1992) (evidence of
the drug itself is always indispensable to the prosecution in a
drug possession case, and therefore the defendant always has
good cause to demand inspection). Would this outcome be
different if the trial court had ordered that the State permit a
defense investigator to record the lab testing procedure? I bet
a criminal defense lawyer could figure out how to make an
audiovisual recording in less than the year-or-more it would
take the State of Texas with their meager resources (as their
classic “woe-is-me-the-government” argument suggested).
Wheeler v. State, No. PD-0388-19 (Tex. Crim. App.
2021)
Issue. When an officer fails to take an oath and swear to
a probable cause affidavit, may the State rely on the good faith
exception to Texas’s exclusionary rule to avoid suppression of
evidence obtained pursuant to the resulting warrant?
Facts. The arresting officer in a DWI case signed a fill-inthe-blank blood warrant affidavit without swearing an oath.
The arresting officer did not believe an oath was required
under Pantego Police Department policy and had not sworn
an oath in a single probable cause affidavit in his 14 months
with that department. The arresting officer admitted learning
about the US and Texas Constitutions and laws pertaining to
searches and seizures in the police academy. The arresting
officer admits he was trained in the academy to swear an
oath before obtaining a search warrant. Defendant also called
the magistrate who issued the warrant who testified that
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she failed to notice the supporting affidavit was unsworn.
The trial court applied the good-faith exception to Texas
exclusionary rule (Article 38.23) and denied the motion to
suppress.
Holding. Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article
38.23 (Texas exclusionary rule) provides for an exception to
exclusion of unlawfully obtained evidence—when evidence
is “obtained by a law enforcement officer acting in objective
good faith reliance upon a warrant issued by a neutral
magistrate based on probable cause.” This exception requires
objective rather than subjective good faith. In other words,
the good-faith exception is not an exception for conduct
that is close enough to constitutional. Here, “no objectivelyreasonable officer would execute a search warrant knowing
that it was procured through an unsworn probable-cause
affidavit.” “It is not too much to ask that the officer swear
before another that he or she is telling the truth about the
necessity of such a violative intrusion.” No objectively
reasonable police officer would have believed the warrant in
this case was valid absent a sworn affidavit. The requirement
of an oath has existed for more than a century, it is codified
numerous times by the Legislature, case law repeatedly
emphasizes the requirement, officers are taught the necessity
of an oath in the academy, and the particular form used by
the arresting officer specifically called for an oath.
Dissent (Hervey, J.) The good-faith exception is aimed
at an evaluation of whether the officer was close enough to
establishing probable cause in an affidavit, not aimed at the
nuances of swearing an affidavit and obtaining the warrant.
There is no question probable cause existed here. Policy
considerations weigh in favor of upholding the warrant
as well. “What happened was inadvertent. . . . And if they
were not before, Officer Bonner and his department are now
well-aware that probable-cause affidavits must be sworn to,
internal policy notwithstanding.”
Comment. Although the officer’s conduct was not
sinister, what he did was not “inadvertent.” The officer
testified it was his practice and his department policy to not
swear affidavits. The dissent makes a valid point that the
officer and his department likely learned their lessons - but
the point is a policy justification in favor of suppression, “[t]
he rule is calculated to prevent, not to repair. Its purpose is
to deter-to compel respect for the constitutional guaranty in
the only effective available way-by removing the incentive to
disregard it.” Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206, 217 (1960).
Woods v. State, No. PD-1085-20 (Tex. Crim. App. Feb.
10, 2021)(not designated for publication)
Issue. Where the sole issues raised in appellate briefing
pertain to missing parts of the recsord, is an appellant denied
a meaningful appeal when the missing record is filed postbriefing and appellant’s issues are determined moot?
Facts. The initial clerk’s record filed with the court of
appeals omitted the court’s charge from guilt/innocence
and the jury’s verdict. Counsel requested nonspecific
supplementation in February of 2020. By June of 2020,
the clerk had provided neither the court’s charge nor the

jury’s verdict. Counsel then requested a more specific
supplementation. Having not received supplementation by
August, counsel filed a brief arguing for reversal on the basis
of a missing record. Five days after counsel filed his brief, the
clerk supplemented with the missing record. Counsel did not
file any briefing after the clerk’s supplementation. The court
of appeals held that the subsequent filing of the clerk’s record
rendered the appellant’s issues moot. Appellant filed a pro
se petition for discretionary review arguing he was denied a
meaningful appeal.
Holding. Yes. Appellant was denied a meaningful
appeal. “He was, at the very least, entitled to appellate counsel
who would file an Anders brief.”
Comment. An Anders brief wasn’t merited at the time
counsel filed his brief. Reversal is merited on the court’s
uncertainty whether the post-brief record was considered.
But I don’t think the Rules of Appellate procedure have a
literal solution to what happened here—perhaps an Andersesque reply brief.
Ex parte Barbee, No. WR-71, 070-03 (Tex. Crim. App.
2021)
Issue. (1) Does the Supreme Court’s opinion in McCoy
v. Louisiana (holding a Sixth Amendment violation occurs
when counsel concedes guilt at trial over defendant’s
objection) provide a previously unavailable ground for relief
justifying consideration of a subsequent post-conviction
writ of habeas corpus? (2) Where a defendant professes his
innocence but does not expressly instruct counsel to pursue
a strategy of innocence, has the Sixth Amendment been
violated a la McCoy v. Louisiana?
Facts. This is a writ of habeas corpus following a
previously litigated writ of habeas corpus (“subsequent
writ”). Subsequent writs are prohibited absent an exception.
Applicant alleges the exception of “previously unavailable
legal basis” and specifically cites recent United States
Supreme Court precedent McCoy v. Louisiana. 138 S.C.t
1500 (2018) (defendant has “autonomy to decide that the
objective of the defense is to assert innocence” over counsel’s
preference to concede guilt in an attempt to avoid the death
penalty). In applicant’s case, evidence showed he confessed to
the police that he murdered his pregnant girlfriend and her
son. He then confessed to his wife that he was responsible
for the deaths, but he caused them by accident. Then prior
to trial he urged his counsel to pursue a theory of complete
innocence, to blame a different person, and to argue that
his statements were coerced. Trial counsel declined and
maintained a defense of accidental death. Applicant did not
testify at trial or object to defense strategy. Applicant had
raised this complaint in previous writs under different legal
theories prior to the 2018 McCoy opinion.
Holding. (1) No. A legal basis is not “previously
unavailable” if it “could have been rationally fashioned from
relevant precedent.” Applicant’s argument was previously
available because the McCoy precedent is a logical extension
of Florida v. Nixon, 543 U.S. 175 (2005). In Nixon, Nixon did
not expressly object to his counsel’s concession strategy; he

was unresponsive on trial strategy. In Nixon the Supreme
Court found counsel’s concession strategy reasonable given
this unresponsiveness and that a presumption of prejudice
(structural error) would not be appropriate simply based on
a defendant’s lack of consent to trial strategy. Nixon left open
the possibility of a different result under different facts, and
McCoy was the logical set of facts under which one would
expect a different result. “McCoy was a logical extension of
Nixon and could have been rationally fashioned from it.” (2)
No. Applicant’s evidence is that he told his attorney and other
various individuals that he did not want to plead guilty, that
he was innocent, that someone else committed the murders.
These facts don’t demonstrate that he “told them that his
defensive strategy was to maintain his innocence at trial.”
Concurrence (Walker, J.). McCoy is not a logical
extension of Nixon. McCoy created a previously unavailable
grounds for relief. Nixon is an ineffective assistance of counsel
case where the Supreme Court declined to find presumed
harm under the Strickland standard for ineffectiveness.
McCoy is not. McCoy involves Sixth Amendment right to
defendant autonomy. However, Applicant has not satisfied
the factual burden of showing that his autonomy was
usurped.
Comment. The Court identifies major differences
between McCoy’s insistence and applicant’s non-insistence.
McCoy opposed his counsel at every opportunity including
in an outburst during opening statement. Applicant did
not put up as much of a fight. McCoy’s counsel relieved the
State of its burden early – in opening statement. Applicant’s
counsel only relieved the State of its burden in closing
argument. McCoy testified at trial and contradicted his
attorney. Applicant did not testify. Despite identifying these
differences, the court does not tell us what impact those facts
might have in future cases.

1st District Houston

The First District Court of Appeals in Houston did not
hand down any significant or published opinions since the
last Significant Decisions Report.

2nd District Fort Worth

The Second District Court of Appeals in Fort Worth did
not hand down any significant or published opinions since
the last Significant Decisions Report.

3rd District Austin

Rucker v. State, No. 03-19-00493-CR (Tex. App.—
Austin, Feb. 11, 2021)(not designated for publication)
Issue. When a defendant requests to proceed to trial pro
se and a debate ensues where the defendant expresses both a
desire for an attorney and a desire to proceed pro se, has he
clearly and unequivocally waived his right to counsel?
FacTs. Defendant was prosecuted for threatening
imminent bodily injury and using a deadly weapon.
Defendant, a “transient man” was involved in an altercation
with other “transient individuals” behind a Jiffy Lube. When
the attendant from Jiffy Lube called 911 and confronted
defendant, he pulled out a knife and threatened her. At his
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arraignment, defendant informed the court that he and his
attorney had irreconcilable differences arising from his filing
of motions without informing him. Defendant indicated
that he would be “happy to go pro se” but verbally sparred
with the trial court about what this meant. Several exchanges
between the defendant and trial court were a variation on
the following:
[The court]: So, basically you want to represent
yourself; is that correct?
[Rucker]:
I am myself, Your Honor?
***
[Rucker]:
It would appear to me that somebody
would have to have a dissociative identity disorder or [have]
multiple personality disorder for one of them to represent
the other . . .
The trial court conducted a hearing under Faretta v.
California to determine whether defendant knowingly and
intelligently waived his right to counsel. Defendant continued
with nonsensical debate, at times stating he wanted counsel,
at others stating he didn’t. Following the hearing the State
filed a suggestion of incompetence citing the defendant’s
nonsensical ramblings. The record does not reflect that
a competency evaluation or hearing was held. The trial
court granted defendant’s request to represent himself and
appointed standby counsel. Several weeks later, trial began.
Defendant conducted voir dire himself. “His presentation to
the venire panel included what can be fairly characterized
as a rambling and paranoid monologue unrelated to his
case . . . Rucker also called lawyers ‘scumbags’ and ‘weasels’
and characterized the judiciary as ‘corrupt,’ which offended
several prospective jurors.” One juror remarked “this is a
travesty” and another asked the trial court “[i]s there a process
by which the Court goes through to deem whether someone
is able to represent themselves?” Standby counsel moved
for a mistrial and in the alternative another Faretta hearing
after it became clear that defendant’s voir dire presentation
irrevocably tainted the jury against him. A variation of the
previous incoherent defendant-judge sparring resulted. The
trial court overruled standby counsel’s motion.
Holding. No. There is a strong presumption against the
waiver of the right to representation by counsel. The waiver
must be “clear and unequivocal.” Defendant did not clearly
and unequivocally waive counsel. He indicated at times he
would be happy to go pro se and at others he indicated that he
wanted counsel—just not his current counsel. He declined to
sign the waiver of counsel and in this context stated, “I’m not
waiving my right to an attorney.” Albeit in confusing fashion,
he indicated that he was incapable of representing himself as
it would imply “a dissociative quality.”
Comment. “[Juror]: Is there a process by which the court
goes through to deem whether someone is able to represent
themselves?” The ultimate what-the-hell-is-going-on-here
question. Convince me this person was not a criminal lawyer
being passive aggressive.

4th District San Antonio

Ex parte Montes, No. 04-20-00337-CR (Tex. App.—
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San Antonio, Feb. 17, 2021)(not designated for publication)
Issue. Does Governor Abbot’s GA-13 Executive Order
prohibiting automatic release on personal bond under
Article 17.151 (the State’s failure to indict or announce ready
for trial after a specified period) also prohibit the trial court’s
mandatory obligation to effectuate automatic release by
reduced bail?
Facts. Defendant was confined for 90-plus days pretrial
without indictment and filed a pretrial writ of habeas corpus
demanding a personal bond or reduced bond under Texas
Code of Criminal Procedure Article 17.151. The trial court
denied habeas relief on account of Governor Abbott’s GA13 Executive Order prohibiting automatic release of pretrial
detainees who have not been indicted within the statutorily
prescribed timeframe and cannot afford a bond during the
pandemic.
Holding. No. Under Article 17.151, after a prescribed
period of pretrial confinement during which the State has
not presented an information, indictment, or announced
ready for trial, “the trial court has only two options: it must
either release the defendant on personal bond or reduce bail
to an amount the defendant can make.” Executive Order GA13 provides in relevant part:
Article 17.151 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure
is hereby suspended to the extent necessary to prevent any
person’s automatic release on personal bond because the State
is not ready for trial.
GA-13 only suspends the automatic personal bond
requirements of Article 17.151. GA-13 does not suspend the
trial court’s second option of automatic release under the
statute “by reducing the amount of bail required.” The trial
court erred by failing to reduce bond to an amount that the
defendant could post.
Comment. Executive Order GA-13 is unconstitutional.
The Governor is prohibited from suspending statutes under
the Texas Constitution. Tex. Const. Art. 1 Sec. 28. Although
this argument was not raised here, this case provides a
nice escape hatch for judges who, based on extraneous
calculations, won’t tell the Governor what he needs to hear.

5th District Dallas

The Fifth District Court of Appeals in Dallas did not
hand down any significant or published opinions since the
last Significant Decisions Report.

6th District Texarkana

The Sixth District Court of Appeals in Texarkana did
not hand down any significant or published opinions since
the last Significant Decisions Report.

7th District Amarillo

Ex parte Rinehart, No. 07-20-00219-CR (Tex. App.—
Amarillo, 2021)
Issue. (1) When a defendant is convicted of a state jail
felony offense, but he is enhanced to a third-degree sentence
range as a habitual offender, does the five-year maximum
on probation sentencing for state jail felony offenses apply?
(2) Does a trial court have jurisdiction to fix a perceived

erroneous probation sentence years after it was entered?
Facts. Defendant pleaded guilty to burglary of a
building and pleaded true to two allegations of prior felony
convictions. The trial court sentenced him to ten years’
incarceration suspended for ten years of probation. During
his period of supervision, Defendant filed a writ of habeas
corpus arguing his sentence was illegal. He argued he was
subject to a five-year maximum period of supervision
(maximum supervision period for state jail felonies under
Title 7 of the Penal Code). The State initially agreed, and the
trial court reformed the sentence to five years of supervision.
Premised on this perceived error in sentencing, defendant
then filed a second writ of habeas corpus challenging the
voluntariness of his previous plea.
Holding. (1) No. The defendant, the State, and the trial
court were incorrect to conclude that the maximum sentence
of probation in defendant’s case was five years. The state jail
felony “Burglary of a Building” is a State Jail Felony for which
the maximum probation period is five years. But the Penal
Code enhancement for habitual state jail felony offenders
elevates the offense from a state jail felony to a third-degree
felony and is therefore not subject to a five-year maximum
probation period as “third degree felony under Title 7,
Penal Code” under the Code of Criminal Procedure Article
42.053(d)(2). (2) Who knows but there is no harm in the
trial court reducing the length of probation, so crisis averted.
Comment. The court’s opinion indicates that there does
not appear to be any case law or authority analyzing this
odd jurisdictional question – where the trial court reduces
a sentence of probation erroneously believing the reduction
was necessary to cure an illegal sentence. But the Code of
Criminal Procedure provides some analogous authority.
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure 42A.701 permits the
reduction or termination of the period of supervision after
one-third or two years of the original community supervision
period is satisfied. That is sort of what the trial court did here,
but for the wrong reasons.

8th District El Paso

The Eighth District Court of Appeals in El Paso did not
hand down any significant or published opinions since the
last Significant Decisions Report.

9th District Beaumont

The Ninth District Court of Appeals in Beaumont did
not hand down any significant or published opinions since
the last Significant Decisions Report.

10th District Waco

In re Alvarez, No. 10-17-00426-CR (Tex. App.—Waco,
Feb. 3, 2021)(not designated for publication)
Issue. Did the legislature create a non-discretionary
ministerial obligation under the Government Code by using
the word “shall” in the following sentence: “[i]f an objection
is made to the amount of the transcript fee, the judge shall
determine a reasonable fee?”
Facts. After an open plea of guilt (guilty plea with no
punishment agreement), relator was convicted and sentenced

to 30 years. To substantiate her grounds for a writ of habeas
corpus she: (1) requested a free transcript, and (2) demanded
a hearing under Tex. Gov’t Code § 52.047(b) by which the
trial court could determine a reasonable fee. The trial court
declined to hold the mandatory hearing and instead sent a
letter telling her that transcripts for meritless appeals are
too expensive for taxpayers. The court of appeals entered
an initial panel opinion which rejected mandamus relief
and cited the lack of a right to a free transcript in habeas
proceedings. Relator moved for en banc reconsideration
indicating the panel had misinterpreted her request—that
she merely wanted the hearing mandated by the Government
Code. En Banc rehearing was granted.
Holding. Does not address the issue raised on appeal.
The initial panel opinion denied relief based on precedent
denying the right to free transcripts to indigent habeas
litigants. The court granted en banc reconsideration when
relator clarified her demand—a demand for a mandated
hearing under the Government Code. The court requested
briefing from the State and the trial court, but both declined.
Citing only the State’s and trial court’s failures to brief the
matter, the court substituted an en banc opinion summarily
denying relator’s mandamus petition.
Dissent (Gray, C.J.). The mandamus proceeding does
not request the court to declare a right to a free transcript. The
relief requested is an order that the trial court hold the hearing
on determination of a reasonable fee. The Government Code
imposes this ministerial obligation on the trial court. The
trial court refused to hold a hearing and instead wrote a
letter to the defendant indicating that the claims she wishes
to investigate are meritless and the taxpayers shouldn’t have
to pay for her investigation. Mandamus should issue and the
court should compel the trial court to perform its ministerial
duty to hold a hearing.
Comment. Well, this is a travesty. At least the taxpayers
are avoiding the rampant and unmitigated cost of court
transcripts in Hill County.

11th District Eastland

Barron v. State, No. 11-18-00324-CR (Tex. App.—
Eastland, 2021)
Issue. (1) Is a jury compelled to accept unrebutted but
self-serving evidence of self-defense? (2) Does a trial judge
violate a due process when, in the presence of the jury, he
repeatedly expresses displeasure with defense counsel,
accuses counsel of improper tactics, admonishes counsel
that his questions are irrelevant, accuses counsel of violating
the law, makes disapproving facial expressions during
defense examinations, accuses counsel of “misdirect[ing]
or misguide[ing] the court,” encourages the State to object,
and raises its own objections to defense evidence? (3) When
the defendant admitted drug use, did the trial court err in
admitting evidence of a hidden drug safe in a murder trial?
(4) Did the trial court improperly exclude evidence that the
defendant’s victims committed prior robberies similar to the
one he describes as a predicate for acting in self-defense?
Facts. Defendant was tried for the murder of two
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individuals. The jury acquitted defendant on one count and
convicted and sentenced him to two years on the other (with
a finding of sudden passion). According to defendant and his
wife, the victims came to their door at 4:00 AM wearing ski
masks and attempted to burglarize them. Defendant attacked
and killed one of the victims with a knife, then, with that
victim’s gun, he shot the other victim who was engaged in
a struggle with defendant’s wife. Defendant’s houseguest
corroborated these events. But then defendant and his wife
concealed the bodies under the trailer and hid evidence
behind a shed, including their marijuana stash. After cleaning
the crime scene, defendant and his wife turned themselves in
to the police. Officers responding to an unattended vehicle
with its engine running independently came upon the bodies
of the victims and all of the hidden evidence. Defendant’s
wife ultimately admitted to having sold drugs to one of the
victims and told detective she believed the victims were there
to steal drugs. Eight months after the murders, workers from a
trucking company discovered a safe in the trucking company’s
yard with drugs and an ID belonging to defendant’s wife. At
trial, counsel objected to the admissibility of the drug safe,
attempted to proffer the testimony of two witnesses who were
robbed by the victims previously, and repeatedly defended
himself from attacks by the trial judge.
Holding. (1) No. Here there was ample evidence in
the record for the jury to disbelieve defendant’s version of
events or conclude that he was not reasonable in his use of
deadly force. Evidence of self-defense was derived solely
from defendant’s self-serving statements to the police.
Defendant and his wife were in possession of drugs, their
statements were inconsistent on critical facts, and they tried
to hide the victim’s bodies and other evidence. The jury was
not compelled to accept self-defense. (2) No. The trial court
has great discretion in conducting trial and may provide
guidance and management on the presentation of evidence.
A short-tempered judge’s efforts at courtroom administration
do not support a claim of judicial bias. However, “as a general
rule of thumb, a trial court should refrain from expressing
or directing comments or admonishments of this nature to
trial counsel in the presence of the jury.” Even if the trial
judge acted improperly, it was not prejudicial, the jury only
convicted defendant of one of the two murder charges and
he only a two-year sentence on the other. (3) Yes. But not
harmful. The State explicitly offered the drug safe to show
the defendant was using drugs at the time of the offense. The
defendant admitted to using drugs at the time of the offense.
This proved nothing, and it was apparently not harmful as the
jury acquitted defendant on self-defense grounds of one of
the murders. (4) Yes. But not harmful. Evidence of prior bad
acts are not admissible to show character, but a defendant may
offer prior violent acts committed by the victim to show the
victim was the first aggressor. Because the jury did not have
to believe—and apparently rejected—defendant’s self-serving
self-defense evidence on one of the murders, it could not
have been harmful to exclude from the jury’s consideration
more independent and non-self-serving evidence.
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Comment. As it pertains to judicial bias infecting this
trial, you know it’s bad when the appellate court essentially
says: “this isn’t reversible, but it should be noted that we don’t
like it.” Really strong language is the typical remedy in these
things.
Cyr v. State, No. 11-19-00041-CR (Tex. App.—
Eastland, 2021)
Issue. (1) Is a defendant’s failure to provide medical
care, standing alone, a sufficient basis to deny a concurrent
causation instruction in an injury to child by omission
prosecution? (2) Does a defendant’s failure to provide medical
care, standing alone, provide sufficient evidence to support a
jury’s verdict in an injury to child by omission prosecution?
Facts. Defendant and her husband had three children.
On the incident in question, one of defendant’s children
choked defendant’s four-month-old child because the baby
would not stop crying. Defendant intervened to stop the
attack. The next day, the baby had intermittent symptoms such
as spasms, flailing, and discoloration. On the advice of her
nurse-mother-in-law, defendant gave the baby Tylenol and
monitored the situation. Testimony was disputed regarding
the reluctance to take the child to the hospital initially, but on
day two after the incident defendant and her husband took
the child to the hospital in Lubbock. According to medical
testimony, the child had suffered a brain injury from violent
shaking—not choking. Doctors cited hemorrhaging in the
child’s eyes and brain and a subdural hematoma as supporting
evidence. At trial, defendant requested and was denied a
concurrent causation jury instruction. Defendant argued
the choking which occurred was a sufficient independent
cause of the child’s injuries and that her conduct in “failing to
protect J.D. from Justin or failing to seek reasonable medical
care for J.D.” was an insufficient cause.
Holding. (1) No. Texas Penal Code § 6.04 provides that
“[a] person is criminally responsible if the result would not
have occurred but for his conduct, operating either alone or
concurrently with another cause, unless the concurrent cause
was clearly sufficient to produce the result and the conduct of
the actor clearly insufficient.” There is no standard for when
causation is clearly sufficient or clearly insufficient, it is “a
concept too difficult for lawyers or even philosophers” and
is best left for jurors. Citing Westbrook v. State, 697 S.W.2d
791 Tex. App. Dallas, 1985). In an injury to child by omission
[by failing to seek medical treatment] it is not sufficient
for the State to prove that the defendant failed to provide
medical care – the child must suffer serious bodily injury
because of the failure. When at least some evidence justifies a
defensive instruction, it should be included. Here the State’s
expert testified that she had only a 50% confidence level that
injuries could have been mitigated with quicker action by the
defendant. The denial of a concurrent causation instruction
was erroneous, and it resulted in harm. (2) Yes, at least here
it did. At least some evidence supports the conclusion that
defendant’s failure to act promptly could have resulted in
bodily injury.

12th District Tyler

The Twelfth District Court of Appeals in Tyler did not
hand down any significant or published opinions since the
last Significant Decisions Report.

13th District Corpus Christi/
Edinburg

The Thirteenth District Court of Appeals in Corpus
Christi/Edinburg did not hand down any significant or
published opinions since the last Significant Decisions
Report.

14th District Houston

Alfaro v. State, No. 14-19-00143-CR (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.], 2021)
Issue. When the State shows that a defendant directed a
single drug transaction involving two middlemen and followed
that transaction with an offer to sell directly to the buyer, has
the State sufficiently shown a continuing course of criminal
activity required to sustain a verdict for engaging in organized
criminal activity (“EOCA”)?
Facts. This is essentially a drug conspiracy prosecuted in
state court as EOCA. Middleman 1 set Undercover up with
Weak Heroin Man 1. Undercover wanted stronger heroin.
Middleman 1 identified the defendant as a person who could
get stronger heroin. Middleman 1 had difficulty getting a hold
of defendant. Eventually Middleman 1 set up a transaction
for stronger heroin involving Middleman 2. Following that
transaction, Middleman 2 was arrested. Middleman 1 provided
defendant’s phone number to Undercover who then began
reaching out to defendant directly. Defendant indicated that
one of his unspecified middlemen had been arrested recently
and he offered to sell to Undercover directly.
Holding. No. “A defendant commits the offense of
engaging in organized criminal activity if, with the intent to
establish, maintain, or participate in a combination, he commits
or conspires to commit one or more of the enumerated offenses,
including delivery of a controlled substance.” EOCA “involves
more than the intent to commit an enumerated offense, a
plan to commit a single act, or proof of working jointly to
commit the crime—it requires continuity.” “Proof of an intent
to participate in a criminal combination must extend beyond
a single criminal episode, ad hoc effort, or goal, regardless of
whether multiple laws were broken within the confines of that
episode or effort.” The evidence must establish that the group
intended to continue engaging in illegality over a period of
time. The fact that Middleman 2 was arrested following the
transaction and defendant identified one of his middlemen
being arrested following a transaction provides some evidence
to support the inference that defendant directed the transaction
on this single occasion. But this is a single instance, not an
ongoing effort or episode. Defendant’s offer to sell directly in
a second transaction did not shed light on an ongoing scheme
among three co-conspirators.
Comment. Save this case. It is about as close as it gets to
the line between EOCA and not EOCA.

Jackson v. State, No. 14-19-00168-CR (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] 2021)
Issue. (1) Does a defendant have standing to challenge
law enforcement entry onto the curtilage of a home (where he
parked his vehicle) without a showing of some connection to
the home? (2) Does the automobile exception to the Fourth
Amendment (searches of vehicles upon probable cause alone)
apply when a defendant can show the absence of exigent
circumstances?
Facts. Defendant was accused of participating with
others in robbing a pawn shop. The pawn shop had previously
installed GPS on their valuable jewelry and officers were able to
quickly determine the location of the suspects. At that suspect’s
location, two vehicles matching those seen on surveillance
were parked in the driveway. When one officer looked inside
of Appellant’s SUV, he saw a black trash bag, clothing, and a
weapon. Video evidence showed the suspects had used these
items during the robbery. The officer retrieved the evidence
from the car.
Holding. (1) No. A defendant has the burden of
establishing standing (a legitimate expectation of privacy). To
evaluate standing, a court considers “a non-exhaustive list of
factors, including whether (1) the defendant had a property or
possessory interest in the place invaded; (2) he was legitimately
in the place invaded; (3) he had complete dominion or control
and a right to exclude others; (4) before the intrusion, he
took normal precautions customarily taken by those seeking
privacy; (5) he put the place to some private use; and (6)
his claim of privacy is consistent with historical notions of
privacy.” Defendant did not present any evidence or argument
pertaining to these factors. (2) No. The automobile exception
to the warrant requirement only requires the existence of
probable cause, the non-existence of an emergency or exigency
is immaterial.
In re Pena, No. 14-20-00735-CR (Tex. App.—Houston
[14th Dist.], 2021)
Issue. Does a trial court have a non-discretionary duty to
furnish an indigent defendant with a free transcript to prepare
a writ of habeas corpus?
Holding. No. “Indigent defendants do not have the right
to a free record for collateral attacks on their convictions.”
Dissent (Bourliot, J.) In other cases where the court lacks
a proper mandamus record, it notifies the party and provides
an opportunity to cure the defect. “This court should treat
similarly situated parties the same way.”
Comment. The penniless defendant who cannot afford a
habeas record must request a free one. When that free record is
denied, the penniless defendant must file a mandamus. But the
penniless defendant who could not afford the habeas record
must obtain a mandamus record if the penniless defendant
hopes for an appellate court to grant relief. How does the
penniless, recordless, lawyerless defendant obtain a trial court
record for mandamus review? Perhaps this is a question the
board of law examiners could use to force lawyers-to-be
to grapple with flaws in the system in which they seek
admission to practice.
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